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ABSTRACT

The use of negative-resistance devices as

the basic switching elements in a digital system is discussed.
Two fundamental problems analyzed are concerned with:

(1) Achteving legical gain at possible
repetition rate.

(2) Providing means to dictate the direction of flow
of information in the system,
Circuits performing all the essential logical functions

are presented, utilizing the "tunnel (sald) diode," a new highs

speed negative-resistance semiconductor device, as the basic
element. Single«ended and balanced circuit configurations are

discussed. In eddition, simple errangements of a small number

of tunnel diodes are derived to realize more complicated logical
functions.

Part of the system described is a three-phase pulse

power supply. Utilizing such a power source, all storage

functions can be realized by dynamic storage techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

In determining the maximum repetition rate of a given
switching circuit, the response of the switching device and

the effect of other circuit parameters (including stray elements)
must he taken into account. Although the switching speed is
ultimately limited by the device, in many cases one never
reaches this theoretical maximum because circuit limitations
play the dominant role. To solve this problem, one is forced
to devise extremely simple circuits with few components in order
to minimize the effect of stray reactance. The use of two-terminal
negatie-resistance elements allovs one to do thise

Shockley and Mason= have proposed that the ultimate high-
speed semiconductor amnplifyine device is a two-terninal negative-
resistance element. They reason that, since the speed of semi-
conductor components is basically limited by the transit time

of carriers, the physical dimensions of devices operating in the

hiehest frequency ranges must be extremely snall. In the limit,
fabrication problems dictate two=-terminal active elements, where

only one dimension need be small.
This paper is first concerned with the general problem of

using two-terminal negative-resistance devices as the only
active switching elements in a digital system. Specific circuits
are then discussed, using a particular voltage-controlled negative~

resistance device as an exanple. Much of this treatment can be

adapted to other negative-resistance elementso

Negative Resistance," Journal of Applied Physics, Vole 25,5
Noe 5, 'ay 195k, pe 6776

Shockley, . and Mason, We Pe, "Dissected Amplifiers Using
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A combinational switching circuit is defined as a circuit
whose outputs depend only on the present inputs. This is to

'be distinguished from a sequential switching circuit in which

the outputs depend not only on the present inputs but also on

the past history of inputse Thus, a combinational circuit, by

definition, has no memory.

Consider a system of combinational circuits employing

nerative-resistance devices as the active switching elements.

The requirement of no memory dictates either monostable operation

of the negative-resistance elements or bistable operation with

a built-in reset to eliminate storage. (The possibility of

combinational circuits composed of sequential sub-circuits is
ignored on the grounds that such complicated circuits will reduce

the maximum speed of the system.)
For the case of monostable operation, if one removes any one

of the negative-resistance elements from the circuit, measures

the static V, I characteristic seen looking into the rest of

the circuit from its two terminals and then superimposes this on

the negative-resistance characteristic, there is always only

one stable intersection, for all input combinationse For an

all=-passive circuit, such as a conventional diode gate, one

intersection (ope rating point) is assurede Assume that this

measured characteristic can be approximated by a straight lead=

line, in the region of interest. (A design to insure monostability

is feasible only if this characteristic is "well-behaved" (ieee,
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monotonic) in the region where it intersects the negative=
resistance characteristic.) This leads to a simple situation
which can be directly analyzed..

Typical voltare-controlled and current-controlled negative--
resistance characteristics are shown in Fig. lae The two states
for each device are most conveniently chosen as operation in
the two positive-resistance regions on both sides of the negative -
resistance region. Thus, for a voltage~controlled clement, the

state is defined by the voltage across the device, and for a

current-controlled element by the current through it. Under

the conditions described above, the circuits to be analyzed
become those shown in Fige lb. The combination of R and the

powr source represents the Thevenin equivalent of the linearized
measured characteristice

Monostable operation can be achieved in two ways as indicated

by the load-lines in Fig. la. In the first case, labeled "I",
R< R mine for the voltege-controlled element and R> R max. for
the current-controlled element, where R = jav/ar| in the

negative resistance region. In the second case, labeled "II",
R does not satisfy this incquality but the power supply values

are chosen to result in one intersection. Thus, for case I
monostable operation results regardless of the power supply

parameters (assuming no reactance), while for case II the power

supply values must be chosen to avoid bistable operations

A DC coupled system with no reactive elements will be

n n

assumed. The output terminals and equivalent load resistance



Ry are shown in Fig. le. Inout signal sources are also
included. Ry represents the load furnished by other gate
circuits in the net. Ry represents the contribution to R

of the internal parameters of the circuit under consideration.
The series or parallel combination of Ry and Ri» as appropriate,
yields Re For the voltage controlled case, Ry can vary from

to some minimum value and for the current-controlled case,
from 0 to some maximum value. The fact that Ry varies as

indicated is a direct result of the two-terminal nature of all
componentse For example, an examination of the possible
configurations using voltage-controlled elements reveals that,
in general, the output current from a stage in a given state
depends on the states of the circuits being driven.

The values of Ry and I or must be chosen to assure

monostability for all loads. Thus, they must be chosen such

that only one intersection (of the type shown in Fig. la)
occurs for Ry the voltage-controlled case and Ry
in the current-controlled case. If these conditions are

satisfied, monostable operation is assured for all Ry
Recall that any reactance in the circuit is assumed

negligibly small. For case I, looking into the circuit from

the output terminals, the load resistor Ry sees a net positive
resistance for all voltage-current conditions. Hence, there

4s no possiblity that an increment of energy delivered to the

load will be greater than that supplied by the signal source,

for any value of Rie For case If, assuming a rectangular



Signal pulse which raises the Load-line sufficiently to cause
the operating point to switch to the other positive-resistance
region, a simple calculation reveals that the input energy
is at least as preat as the output energy. Thus, the requirement
of monostability, in the absence of adequate reactance, leads
to a circuit which has no gain.

If one now allows the use of appropriate reactive elements

(i.@e, capacitance in parallel with the current~controlled
device and inductance in series with she voltage-controlled
device), as shown in Fig. ld, gain can be achieved. Note that
the added reactance cannot simply be greater than zero but must

be greater than a certain minimum established by stray elements

the properties of the negative-resistance device. (For an AC

coupled system, the reactive coupling elements must also be

taken into account.) In this case the gain arises from the

fact that enervy stored in the reactive slement is delivered to

the load when the negative-resistance device is triggered by a

small signal. Such circuits have been treated in the literature?4+,
It is shown there that the recovery time associated with the re-

actance is a factor which limits the maximum repetition rate of

the circuit.
Bistable-with-reset operation allows one to achieve gain

without the use of reactive elements. Since the furnishing of

See Appendix.

Circuits," Proc. IRE, Vol. hO, Nov. 1952, 1h97+1508.
anderson, Ae Ee, "Pransistors in Switching Circuits," Proc.
IRE, Vol. 40 Nov. 1952, 151-1558.

5 Lo, Ae We, ot al, "Transistor Electronics" Prentice Hall 1955.

parley, B. G., "Dynamics of Transistor Negative-Resistance
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a reset signal may be considered to be an additional function
of the power supply, effectively a time-varying power source
is now being considered. One possible arrangement is to let
the power supply (current or voltage) deliver a continuous
train of rectangular pulses, such that during each pulse
(excitation) the negative-resistance device can go to either
one of its two states, depending on input conditions. The

"reset" is then the termination of the excitation pulse. It
can be seen that such a power supoly also serves as a master

clock. If one now calculates the transition and recovery
times for such a system and compares this to the system with
DC power supplies and reactive elements, it is evident that
the former scheme has the higher maximum repetition rate.

DIRECTIONALITY

Anothor fundamental problen is concerned with making the

system unilateral. For example, since the negative-resistance
element is a two-terminal device, when one terminal is grounded,

the other must act as both the input terminal and the output

terminal. One must therefore provide some means to dictate
the direction of flow of information in the system (i.eo, to

make a circuit directional, so that a signal propagates from

input to output). Some possible techniques for achieving

directionality include use of passive elements such as Hall

effect couplers or gyrators, use of non-linear interstage

coupling elements such as conventional diodes, synthesis of

ee Appendix.
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three-terninal circuit configurations with some unilateral
properties, and separation of input and output functions in
tine using a time-varying power supply. Some of these
techniques, as applied to circuits involving voltage-controlled
elements, are discussed in ore detail following the treatment
of basic logic circuits.

POWER SUPPLY

Assuming the bistable-with-reset mode of operation, with
the momentary removal of power supply excitation as the method

of resetting, the waveform shown in Fig. 2a represents an

acceptable source waveforn. The sequence of operations performed
by each stage is then as follows: After having been reset, a

piven circuit is energized to an initial state. If the combination
of invuts presented to it is favorable, it will switeh to its
other state. The state of the circuit is then detected by the
next stazes. Finally, the circuit is reset, energized asain
and ready to receive a new combination of inputs.

If the entire system is powered from the same source, all
circuits are reset simultaneously. The energizing pulses must

then be wide enough to allow signals to propagate from the inputs
of the systen to its outputs, so that the repetition rate is
limited by the longest signal propagation time expected. To

increase the repetition rate, the systen is broken up into

small groups of gates such that each group is reset immediately

after it has performed its function. A sequence of resets is
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then required in order that information will continue to
propagate and will not be erased. These requirements can
be satisfied by a multiphase power supply such as, for
example, the three-phase waveform shown in Fig. 2b. Using
this method, a given gate or froup of gates is powered by
one phase, drives other circuits powered by the next phase
and is driven by still other circuits powered by the previous
phase. The excitation pulses overlap in time such that
information propagates between two stages during the period
when both are energized simultaneously. Considering the
block B n Fig. 2b, one can see that the beginning. of its
"supply pulse, Ty> corresponds to an "input" region and the
end of the pulse, Tos to an "output" region. The three-phase
arrangement shown is characterized by the fact that there is
always a group of circuits in the deenergized condition at
any given moment. As a result, in many cases spurious signals
are prevented from propagating. The similarity between this
scheme and the multiphase clock systems used in conventional
machines is only superficial. Here the clock source is also
the power supply.

GENERALIZED ANALYSIS
I. Load-curves 3

Consider a two-terminal "black-box" A whose static V,I
characteristic is given by either I, (v,) or V, Fy (I, )-
(I The bow may simply hold a single tiv(Wo

The box may simply hold a single negative-resistance
element or may include a more complicated arrangement of
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elements whose composite two-terminal V,1 characteristic
is given by the above equations. fy (or g,) may be any
continuous function and is not single-valued in both V and I
if there are any negative-resistance regions. Now consider
a second two-terminal "black-box" B whose static V,I characteristic
is given by either I, Bo (vg) or V, =f, (I,)- This will
correspond to the device which determines the load-curve. If

2 (v,) = V,/R (1.e., f, (I,) I,R), then the device is the

resistor R, mentioned before, and the load-curve is a straight
load-line. In general, however, both f and fo are non-linear,
necative~resistance characteristics. The two cases of interest
are the following configurations:

(a) A constant-voltage source V5 across the series
combination of elements A and

(o) A constant-current source I, feeding the parallel
combination of elements A and B.

1

$he pertinent equations are:

CASE (a) CASE (b)
I, * I, v, °

Vo 21, + Vp I, =I, + I,
Vy =

1 (TQ) [2] I, = 2, (Vy)

WV 200.) [2] Tye Ig - @9(Vq)

The equilibrium points or quiescent operating points for a

circuit are determined by the intersection points of the two

curves [1] and [2]. In either case, curve [1] is the character-

istic of A and curve [2] is the load-curve determined by the
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Power supply and the characteristic of B. For case (a), the
load=curve is the image of B's V,I characteristic reflected
through the current axis, translated in the positive voltage
direction a distance Vg- For case (b), the load curve is the
image of B's V,I characteristic reflected through the voltage
axis, translated in the positive current direction a distance

Tye The only stable operating points are those determined by
the ihtersection of two positive-resistance regions.
II. Composite Characteristics

The determination of the composite V,I characteristic of
two or more two-terminal elements, given their individual
characteristics, is important in the analysis of nepative-
resistance circuits. To obtain the composite
characteristic from the individual curves, one follows these
simple ruless

(1) For two clements in series, each point of the composite
curve with coordinates Vy> I, is obtained by choosing any I,
and letting Vy Vay

+
'By

where
Ay

is the voltage across
element A at the current I, and V is the voltare across1
element B at the current Tye Thus, one adds the voltages
across the individual elements at the same current.

(2) For two elements in parallel, each point of the

composite curve with coordinates Vy» q is obtained by choosing

any Vy and letting I I +T1 A » where I is the current
1 By Ay

through elenent A at the voitare Vy and I is the current

through element Rat the voltage Thus, one adds the

current through the individual eleaents at the sase voltage.

1B
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TUNNEL DIODE

The remainder of this discussion is concerned with one
particular voltage-controlled negative-resistance elenent.
Similar or "dual" treatment can be given to current--controlled
devices.

The device to be considered was first reported by Esaki!
and has since been investigated by other'. Since the phenomenon

responsible for the unique characteristics of the device is the
tunneling phenomenon predicted by Quantum Mechanics, the device
has been called the tunnel diode. It holds promise of being
an extremely fast element. Units with time constants of a

fraction of a millimicrosecond have been fabricated. Preliminary
tests verify that the device is capable of very high speed

ope rationo
For the purposes of this analysis, the V,I characteristic

of the tunnel diode will be assumed. Descriptions of the physical
operation of the device are given by Esaki! and Sommers".

Tesaki, Le, "New Phenomenon in Narrow Germanium p-n Junctions,"
Phys. Rev. 109, Jan. 1958, p. 603.

Scommers, H. S. dre, "Tunnel Diodes as High-Frequency Devices,"
IRE Proce, July 1959, pe 1201.

Chang, K. Ka We, "Low-Noise Tunnel Diode Amplifier," IRE Proc.
July 1959, pe 1268.

Chang, Nelson, et.al, "Tunnel Diodes for Low Noise Amplification,"
IRE WESCON, San Francisco, Auge 1959.

Aarons, Holonyak, et al, "Germanium and Silicon Tunnel Diodes=
Design, Operation and Application," IRE
WESCON, San Francisco, Aug. 1959
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The static voltage-current (V, I) characteristic for a

typical Germanium unit is shown in Fig. 3. Typical values
for the critical points are indicated. The inverse slope Ry

of each positive resistance region is of the order of a few ohms.
Since the tunnel diode is such a low impedance element,

it is not practical to assume that a constant voltage source
is available to supply power to many units. In view of the
fact that the source impedance of any realizable voltage source
will be of the order of that of its load, it is more practical
to assume that the power to individual units is supplied from

current sources. In cases where a voltaze source is desired,
an individual auxiliary device for each circuit is necessary to

simulate ite (This is demonstrated later.) Therefore, in line
with previous discussions, a three-phase square-wave current
source as shown in Fig. 2b will be assumed.

THRESHOLD GATE

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. hk. Assume the input
terminals are connected to output terninals of other similar
circuits. As long as the tunnel diode D is in the 0 (low

voltage) state, the current into D, in addition to Ig» is
approximately W(V,-V)/R, where ii is the number of driver
units which are in the 1 (high voltage) state and I Vy and

V, aré defined in Fig. 3. D will switch to the 1 state only

if I, + u (V,-,)/R > the high threshold current at

which the resistance becomes negative. Once it has switched

to the 1 state, it will remain there even though the current

into D is substantially less than I, (corresponding to loading),
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as is evident from an examination of the characteristic.
Thus, the circuit is capable of logical gain, since it can
now furnish a number of output current increments (,-,)/R
to the next stages. The output of the threshold gate, then,
is 1 only if the total number of 1 inputs 1s greater than or
equal to some integer T. I, is adjusted to result in the
correct logical function (i.e., the correct f). For an OR

gate, T is oneg for an AND gate, T equals the number of inputs;
to generate the CARRY output in a full adder, for example, the
number of inputs is three and T equals two, etc. The circuit
must be reset back to the operating point below the threshold
in order to be able to perform its function againo

It is evident that the merit of this circuit depends

primarily on the uniformitv of diode characteristics and the

power supply tolerances involved The maximum variations in

Ios Ty» Wy and Yo dictate the minimum current increments for
reliable switching. Advances in fabrication techniques have

already resulted in high yields of diodes matched well enough

that a reliable logic systen involving such circuits appears

readily realizable.
The operation of the "single-ended" threshold gate, described

above, relies on the accurate determination of the operating

point on the negative-resistance characte-istic. A balanced or

symmetrical circuit offers advantages in many applications.
Consider the series combination of two tunnel diodes. Their

composite characteristic is shown by the solid curve in Fige 5ae

If a voltare Vv, is applied across the series combination, it
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is possible for the circuit to exist in either of two states
(ieee, one diode in the high voltace state and the other in
the low-voltage state and vice versa). This is depicted in
Fige 5b where Do and vy determine the load-curve across the

characteristic of Dy. If the voltage Vy is applied as a pulse
as is done in the proposed systen, one can determine to which
state the circuit goes by a small signal at the junction of Dy
and Dy'. This can be explained by noting that during the rise
of the pulse, the current through Dd, and Dy builds up to the

point where both are very near the crest of the hill. The

small current into the junction is sufficient to determine

which diode breaks down. Thus if this current is positive, D,
goes to the 1 state and if it is negative Dy goes to the 1 state
and Dy is forced to the 0 state.

The difficulty in obtaining a constant-voltave pulse source

to drive a larre number of such low impedance circuits has

already been mentioned. However, the tunnel diode has another

important property in that it can simulate a low impedance

voltage source, of mapnitude Vy» if the current through it is
groater than I)» the high threshold current. This property is
utilized to arrive at the final form of the balanced circuit,
shown in Fige 5c. As is shown in Fig. 5a, the dotted load-curve

formed by Ds and I, intersects the characteristic of the series

combination of Dy and De at the appropriate point, if Ty is
The circuit is now powered by the more realizablelarce enough.

current sourcee

onis scheme was sugeested by A. ho.
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The logical functions OR, AND and THRESHOLD are achieved
by requiring that the current into the junction be positive
Only when at least one, all or some of the inputs are l's,
depending on the function desired. This requires a reference
current or bias as shown. The source of this reference current
can be another tunnel diode again acting as a voltage reference,

From the above description one can see that the balanced
circuit has several advantages over the single-ended scheme.

First, the sensitivity of the circuit depends only on the
matching of the two negative-resistance elements and not on

the exact values of the critical points of the characteristic.
Second, the sensitivity is virtually indpendent of reasonable
power supply variations.

INVERTER

The composite characteristic of a tunnel diode Dy in series
with a resistance R, is shown by the solid curve in Fig 6a.

Ry is chosen to be approximately Ry» the magnitude of the linear
approximation to the negative-resistance (see Fig. 3). Suppose

points "a" and were the only stable points for the circuit
(corresponding approximately to a voltage Vy applied across the
series combination). Takine the voltage across the resistor
as the output voltage, we have that point "a" yields a 1 output
(high voltage; high current through the resistor) and "b® yields
a 0 output (low voltane; low current through the resistor). Thus,
if the circuit is always at "a" with an 0 input and at "b" with
a 1 input, it would realise the inversion function.
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To make "a" and "b" the only stable operating points, one

can again use another tunnel diode De to simulate a voltage
source. The inverter circuit is then as shown in Fig. 6b, and

the intersections of the dashed load-curve determined by Ds
and I with the composite characteristic of D, and Ry in series
are shown in Fig. 6a- To clarify the operation further, one

can plot the composite V,I characteristic of the entire con-

figuration of D), De and R It is shown in Fig. 6d. The

horizontal (constant-current) load-line formed by I, is indicated.
Since the voltarze at point x (Fig. 6b) is high for both

operating points, one must include some provision for adding
a constant to the normal output voltage levels of the driver
tunnel diode, in order that 1 driver output can furnish the

current necessary to bring the inverter over the "a" hill to

"HD", This can be accomplished for a single-ended gate by the

addition of a resistor R, to the circuit, as shown in Fig.
The voltave of terminal T (during excitation) is greater than

the normal output voltage by 2 constant amount It Ro» assuming

neglinible londing at Te. By adjusting Ry so that the output

voltage is approximately Va» the 1 output voltage is then

approxi mately av and the required operation can be achieved.

1°

1?
Assuming the pulse excitation scheme described before,

the operation of the inverter is now clear. Whenever the circuit
4s excited and the input is a 0, the inverter moves to point "a",
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stays there, and the output is al. If the input is a l,
there is sufficient current input to bring the inverter over
the hill in the charactcristic to point "b" and the output
is a 0. Note that for this latter case the output waveform
will show a transient high voltage before reaching the low

voltage 0 output. The next stage must therefore be powered

by the next phase so that it is only interested in the voltage
level at the end of the pulse (i.e., the "output function"
region). For that case such operation is satisfactory.

Note that the height of the "a" hill in Pig. 6d depends
on the value of Ry - By adjusting I, to lie sufficiently below
the crest of this hill and driving the circuit from a number

of "elevated" outputs, one can obtain the logical function of
a threshold gate whose output is inverted (i.e., NOT, OR-NOT,

AND-NOT, etc.)e
UNILATERALIZATION

Unilateral operation can be defined as operation in which

signals can propagate in one direction only. This is required
to insure that spurious signals are not generated in the system.
The most obvious way to insure unidirectional operation is to
use normal diode rectifiers as coupling elements. Current
between stages can then flow only in one direction. Other

methods are possible in which the coupling between stages is
resistive. For example, considering the inverter circuit driven

by an elevated output, one can see that when the input oa the
inverter is 0, there is essentially no current in the coupling
resistor. When the input is 1, there is a relatively high current
in the coupling resistor. Thus, again, the current in the

coupling resistor flows only in one direction. By reversing
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the positions of R, and D, (Fig. 6), so that the output is
taken across the tunnel diode, one has.a threshold gate with
this unilateral property. Another unilateralization method
is associated with the ability of the power supply to separate
input and output functions in time. This scheme is effective
for the balanced type of threshold gate. The circuit is receptive
to an input signal only during a very short time (1.e., the rise
time of the power supply pulse), after which it "locks" into one

state or the other.
MULTILEVEL CIRCUITS

Consider the inverter configuration (Fic. 6b) in which I,
is reduced so that a third stable operating point "ec" exists.
This is indicated by the dotted curves in Fig. 6 (a and a).
Note that point "c" yields a 0 output. Assume that Ry has been

reduced sufficiently to make the height of the "a" hill, in
Fig. 6d, comparable with the height of the te" hill. Let the

circuit have two inputs, driven fron the normal outputs of other
tunnel diodes. The circuit operates in the following fashions
If the two inputs are both 0, "c" is a stable point and each

time the circuit is excited the output is a 0. If one of the

inputs is a 1 while the other is a 0, there is enough current

input to make the circuit move over the first hill to point "a"

where it is stable and the output is al. When both inputs are

1, there is sufficient current input to make the circuit move

over both hills to point "b", and the output is again O. Thus,

the output is 1 only when the two 4nputs are different. This

is the EXCLUSIVE-OR (modulo-2 sum) function.
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One can also realize the SUM output for a full adder

using a slightly different configuration. Consider the circuit
shown in Pig. Ta. The operating points can be found by plotting
the load-curve, determined by I, and the characteristic of the
series combination of Do and Ds (Fig. Sa), across the characteristic
of D, in series with Ry (Fig. 6a). This situation is depicted
in Fie. 7b. I, is chosen so that there are four stable inter~
sections, labeled 1, 0, and 1,° These correspond to 0 and

1 outputs as explained before. The composite V,I characteristic
of the whole configuration of three tunnel diodes and the resistor
is shown in Fig. 7c. Note the four intersections with the constant-
current (horizontal) load-line I They are also labeled appropriate];

There are three inputs corresponding to two binary digits and

the CARRY from the previous digit, The circuit operates in the

following manner fhen all three inputs are 0, each time the
circuit is excited it moves to point and is stable there so

that the output is a 0. when one of the inputs is a 1 while the
others are O, there is enough input current that the circuit moves

over the first hill (Fig. 7c) to point la, where it is stable, and

the output is al. When two inputs are 1, the circuit moves over

the first two hills to point O,, and the output is again 0.
three 1 inputs, the circuit moves over all three hills to point

1 and the output is again l. Thus we have

Number of 1 inputs SUM output

1 1
2
3 1

0
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This fulfills the SUN function of a full adder. To realise
the CARRY function, one simply uses a threshold gate, of the
type described before, which has the same three inputs and
which gives a 1 output when the number of 1 inputs is two or
greater.

STORAGE

Since any negative-resistance element can exist in two
stable states with the proper DC load-line, it is possible to
use such a device to store information. The term "static storage"
can be applied to this situation (DC load-line), because the
voltage or current level of the nepative-resistance device is
fixed when it is storing a particular bit. This type of storage
might be used in the memory of a digital computer.

Storage is also necessary in the logic section of a computer.
Here another means of storage, known as "dynamic storage," is
directly compatible with the three-phase pulse-overlap system.
Dynamic circuit techniques are used in the SEAC and DYSEAC

computers!°, The method involves the circulation of information
around a closed loop, so that a circulating pulse represents a 1

and no pulse circulating represents a 0. In the original circuits
using this technique, the pulse is introduced at one end of a

delay line. At the other end it is amplified, reshaped and

clocked and is then returned to the delay-line input. The

delay-time is adjusted so that the pulse. makes one trip around

Elbourn, Re D. and Fitt, Ro Pe, "Dynamic Circuit Techniques
Used in Seac and Dyseac," IRE Trans. on Electronic Computers,
March 1953, ppe 2-9.
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the loop in one clock period.
Consider the circuit shown in Fige 8. All blocks under

A are powered by phase A, all under B by phase B, ete. The
block with the arrow represents a delay gate (one-input OR

gate). This takes the place of the delay-line. Because of
the phase relationship between the three power sources (see
Fige 2), it is possible to close the loop as shown. The

circulation of a 1 or a 0 is thus made possible. The circuit
has built-in amplification, reshaping and clocking. The

particular circuit shown in Fig. 8 is a basic flip-flop, where
Sis the "set to 1" input and 8 is the "reset to O" input.

The basic flip-flop can be included in more complicated
storage circuits. Fig. 9& shows a binary counter and Fig. 10

shows one stage of a shift rerister. Other circuits involving
dynamic storage techniques are possible.

Note that no time need be lost in obtaining an output from

a dynamic circuit, even though the ihformation stored is in the

form of a circulating pulse. For example, the binary counter of

Figo 9a may be represented by a single block powered by the

appropriate phase, as far as the input and output terminals are

concerned. This is snown in Fig. 9b where the input comes from

a circuit powered by phase B, the binary counter is considered

powered by phase C and the output goes to a circuit powered by

phase A.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to investigate the operation of tunnel diode logic
circuits in a small sub-system, one cell of a simple experimental

arithmetic unit was constructed and tested. A block diagram of
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the cell is shown in Fig. 11. All of the fundamental logic
circuits, including dynamic storage, are evident. The cell
contains a storage loop, a full ad:ier and auxiliary read-in
and read-out gates for shifting richt and left, complementing
the input from memory, and reading out to memory.

The schematic diagram for the unit is piven in Fig. 12.
Fig. 13 contains photos of the complete experimental circuit.
The unit contains 27 tunnel diodes. Resistive coupling is used

throughout. It is powered from a transistorized power supply
which delivers a three-phase, 1 mc, 10 volt square-wave. This
repetition rate was chosen to most easily demonstrate the

fundamental principles involved. The inputs to the system are

DC levels simulating the output voltages of the tunnel diode

(L.e6, 0 50 mv, 1 450 mv), with the correct internal impedance.

Typical waveshapes, taken across one of the diodes in the

storage loop, are shown in Fig. lh, (a) shows a circulating 1,
after the loop has been set and (b) shows a circulating 0, after
the loop has been reset. One can also make the bit stored in
the loop alternate between 0 and 1 as shown in (ce). This is
accomplished by making A 1, so that the storage loop is cleared

and the SUM output of the full adder is gated into the loop,

by letting Ay = 1, so that one of the inputs to the adder becomes

the bit presently stored in the loop, and by allowing any one

of the other inputs to the adder to equal 1 (1.e., either
c or A, or t 1), so that the sum output becomes the complement

of the bit presently stored. Thus, each cycle the complement of

the bit previously stored 4s read into the loop and the stored

bit alternates are shown.

r

L
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The peak currents (I_) of the tunnel diodes used in the
experimental cell range from 1.9 to 2.6 ma. Thé capacity of
each diode is of the order of 100upf. Peak-to-valley: current
ratios vary between 5 and 8 The currents from the power supply
to each of the logic circuits were adjusted for proper operation.
Observed switching times (see Fig. 1h d and e) are of the order
of SO mus.

The experiment demonstrates a number of important facts
concerning tunnel diode logic circuits. First, it denonstrates
reliable operation of all fundamental logic circuits in a

realistic system. These circuits includes OR, AND, THRESHOLD,
NOT and EXCLUSIVE-~OR. Second, it demonstrates that such circuits
can supply logical gain. For example the OR gate in the dynamic

storage loop has a fan-in of 3 and a fan-out of 5. The circuit
contains two tunnel diode in cascade. Third, it demonstrates

apreement between rough estimates of switching time, based on

the time constant of the device (capacity times magnitude of

average negative resistance), and the actual switching time.
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APPENDIX

Ie DC power supplies, monostable operation, zero reactance.

The voltage controlled case will be considered. Dual
treatment can be given to the current-controlled case. Referring
to Fig. lc, in order to insure monostable operation for all Ri»
one must choose I and R, such that only one intersection occurs

case il;

for R, =°O. Assuming Ry is very large, a particular limiting
case is shown by the solid load-line in Fig. 15. For a given

the negative reciprocal of the slope is 5 "MAX monostable

operation. Then, for any finite Ry» the load=-line changes as
shown by the dashed line "a", For a square pulse of input current
of magnitude. 44 and width At, we have that the energy input
Av Ad At, where these values are depicted graphically in Fig. 15.

a? forax

The enerpy output is avat/R,
«

Thus, we must compare Av/R to

Si to determine which increment of energy is greater. These are

also found praphically in Fig. 15. An examination of the geo~

metrical constructions involved shows that if the conditions
stated above are satisfied, Av/R, € Ai for all R,- Therefore,
energy input > energy output.
iI. DC power supplies with reactance vs. pulse power supply:

Again, the voltage-controlied case will be considered.

Comparison is being made between the two circuits shown in

Fip. 16. Cis the sum of the stray capacity plus the capacity
inherent in the negative resistance device. The path of operation
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looking into the parallel combination of C and NR is assumed
to be approximately the dashed path shown in Fig. 16. This
will be true, in the case of circuit (1), if L is sufficiently
large. Under these conditions, one can assume that the transition
times (paths "a" and "c") are comparable for the two circuitse
If L is not large enough, the transition time of circuit (2)
can be considerably larger than that of circuit (2), and in
addition, the path followed is no longer horizontal-?,

We wish to compare the recovery times (paths "b" and a")
of both circuits. Specifically, let us calculate the time to

go from point "1" to point "2" (path "d"). For circuit (2)
the rise time is approximately 2.2 Roos since the voltage follows
a simple exponential with an R, time constant. For circuit (1),
using Laplace transform techniques, the transform of v is given
by

V(s) E, 8, (1)
R LCs + (L R RC)s +R + R

Assuming that

h

Le(aeg ~ )°o

which is equivalent to assuming that no oscillations occur, one

(2)< Ooh»

finds that the roots of the characteristic equation are

approximately

McGraw-Hill, 1958, pp.
Cunningham, We Joy "Introduction to Nén-Linear Analysis,"
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(3)

The approximate solution is therefore

where

E.R

-ke
1

1
2 +

A As 1 As 1
(h)V(s) +

2
8

A (5)
An examination of this solution shows that the time constant
of the dominant exponential is always greater than R, for
values of L and R consistant with the approximation (2).

Thus circuit (1) has the lower maximum repetition rate.



CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Figs. 1. (a) Load-lines for monostable operation
(b) Equivalent circuits(c) Load and signal source. dincluded
(ad) Addition of reactive slement

Fig. 2. (a) Power supply waveform
(b) Three-ephase power source

Fig. 3. Turmel diode static characteristic
(Numbers indicated for typical Germanium unit.)

Fig. h. Single~ended threshold gate
Fig. 5. (a) Characteristic of two tunnel diodes in series and

load~curve formed by D and I,3
(b) Bistable operation
(c) Balanced threshold gate

Fige 6. (a) Characteristic of tunnel diode and resistor in

(ec) Provision for obtaining elevated output
{d Composite characteristic of Dy» Do and R,
(ob) Inverter cireult 2series and load~curves formed by D and I

Figo 7. (a) SUM output circuit for full adder
(b) Determination of operating points
(ec Composite characteristic

Fig. 8, Dynamic flip-flop
Fig. 92 Dynamic binary counter

Fig. 10. Shift register stage
Fig. 11. Biock diagram of experimental wit
Fige 12. Schematic diagram of experimental circuit
Fig. 13. Front and rear views of experimental cell

(Tunnel diodes are mounted under finger contacts.)

Figs 1h. Typical waveforms
(a) Circulating 1
(ob) Circulating 0
{c) Alternating 1 and 0
(a) Rise time
(e) Fall time
Time goes from left to right. Vertical scales are 0.13 v/div
with base-line s bottom, Horizontal sceles are 0.5 us/div
for (a), (b) and (c) and 20 for (d) and (e).
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Fig. 15. Graphical comparison of Ai and Av/R,,
Fig. 16. Comperison of monosteble and bistable-with-reset moces,

Assumed path of operation.
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ARITHMETIC AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES

IN A MULTIPROGRAM COMPUTER

N. Lourie, H. Schrimpf, R. Reach and W. Kehn

In the design of a data processor for comercial applications, the

designer is constantly striving for better machine performance for little
or no increase in cost. In the system design of the Honeywell 800

Transistorized Data Processing System, several design concepts were

uti ized to help achieve this objective. One of these techniques involves

the use of a small auxiliary memory to efficiently aid in the control of

the high speed central precessor. A second technique uses a new word

organization that results in a faster and less costly arithzetic elenent.

These design concepts which ware incorporated into the Honeywell 80C System

arc discussed in this paper.

In a modern transistorized computer, the speeds that are economically

achlieveable in the Central Processor are very often much higher than

necessary to keep up with peripheral devices. The concept of time sharing

the Central Precessor sranng several programs in order to utilize otherwise

wasted time then becomes attractive. In order to achieve this time-sharing

automatically without the use of cumbersome supervisory routines, at least

one sequence counter per progran is required. If a small coincident current

memory running out of phase with the Main Menory were available, a relatively

liberal number of programs could easily be ren simltensously by assigning

these sequence counters to this control memory. Also, since additional

memory locations become economical, it is 'now simple to assign each program

two sequence counters for greater flexibility. These are known ap tha sequence

and cesequenca counters respectively. The Honeywell 800 has 6 pairs of
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sequence counters, thus allowing the simultaneous operation of eight
incependent programs. To illustrate how this is performed, Table 1

shows a possible state of the various counters. If, upon starting, the

first order is specified from the sequence counter, 00050 will be read

from lecaticn 2 of the Control Memory, and the contents of 00050 in the

Main Memory will be read and performed as an order. The sequence counter

will then be incremented by unity so that OCOS1 will be immediately

reinserted into address 2 of the Control Memory as the location of the

next order to be performed under contrel of the sequence counter in

program 1. If the previous order in program 2 specified that the

cosequence ccunter was to be used to obtain the naxt order, the contents

of address 35 will then be read out of the Control Merory and 03002 will
then be used as a Main Memory address to select the next order performed.

Similarly the computer will then cycliciy perform ene order from each

program. Some orders that leave ugeful information in the Central Pro-

cassor do not relinquish control te another program, so that occasionally,

several orderg from ons program will occur before any orders from another

program are performed. The multiply order iz an example of an order that

requires such treatment since there is still a low order product that may

be required after the completicn of the order. Because the Control Momory

is running simultaneously but out of phase with the Main Memory, this

miltiple operation not only is extremely flexible. but is performed with-

out loss of speed.

Each of the sequence and cogequence counters in the Honeywell 800 has

associated with it in the Control Memory another register known as 8

history register. Whenever a sequence or 4 cosequence counter is modified

because of a sequence change, the associated history register is changed so
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To increase the average data rate from tape and improve the utilization
of tape space, it is desirable to place more than one item on a block of

tape. When this is done, it would be desirable to be able to place each

individual item in a different section of the memory. In order to accomplish

this "distributed reading or writing", a set of address locations that will
serve as the starting locations for each of the consecutive items after the

first item, is inserted into the main remory. The starting location of this

group of beginning item addresses is placed into a control memory address

called a distributed item counter. There is one distributed item counter

for each input trunk and each output trunk. As before, when a block of

information is read into the memory, the initisl item is placed into main

memory locations as specified by the associated buffer control register.

However, when a gpecial.bit configuration representing an end of item is
sensed, the contents of, the nain memory location as specified by the dis-

tributed item counter is read into the buffer control register, thus creating

a new starting address for the next item. The distributed item counter is
incremented by unity prior to reinsertion into the control memory, to prepare

for the next item. When this change of item location occurs, one extra

memory cycle is required for all the associated housekeeping. Distributed

writing is performed in a :similar mamer.

a

A numerical example of the handling of a four item block is shown below:

Read Buffer Control Register contains 02,00

Distributed Read Item Counter contains 00100

Main Memory Address 00100 contains 01500

Main Memory Address 00101 contains 01600

Main Memory Address 00102 contains 021700
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With these constant located as shown, the first item would be plaéed
in consecutive memory address locations starting with 0100, the second item

starting with location 01500, the third item starting with location 01600,
and the fourth item starting with 01700.

Two locations in the control memory are reserved for each of the eight
progrems to serve ag counters for such orders as multiply and miltiple transe
fer orders between groups of memory locations.

The control memory also functions as an aid to indexing addresses.

Referring to Figure 1, the base address "y" is read out of one of eight ino

dex registers that are available for each of the eight programs. An eight
bit augmenter "m" specified by the order is either added to or subtracted

from this base address to form the indexed address for the main Memory o

Ths base address "y" is reinserted into the control memory unmedified.

One extra memory cycle tine may be required to perform an order if any of the

addresses in that order are indexed.

Indirect addressing is another feature that can easily be accomplished

by use of a control memory. In this mode of Operation, a number "x" is
read from a specified control memory location and used as an address in the

main memory. The number "x" is incremented by a constant "n" prior to ree

insertion in the control memory, so that next time this control memory cone

tents is used as a main memory address, a different main memory location

will be addressed. Thus, with one order it is possible to operate on a whole

series of main memory addresses without the necessity for order modification.
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The control memory also serves to store a constant U that will give
rise to an unprogrammed transfer of control if special situations such as

' end of tape, addition overflow, or read error occur. When one of these

situations arises, the constant U is incremented by n, and an unprograzmed

transfer of control to address U+n eccurs. The constant "n" is a function

of the type of situation that calls for the unprogrammed transfer of con-

trol, Since there is an Unprogrammed Transfer Register for each of the

eight programs, eight independent U constants can be stored.

A mask index register is available for each vrogram, such that any 'ne

of 6) mask constants can be called out of main memory by using one cf the

mask type orders and an incrementing constant.

A summary of the assignment of control memory locations is shown below:

Address Description

0 AU-CU Control Counter Ne. 1

1 AU=CU Control Counter No. 2

2 Sequence Counter

3 Co=Sequence Counter

h Sequence History Register

5 Co=Sequence History Register

6 Unprogramned Transfer Register

7 Mask Index Register

8-15 Index Registers 0 through 7

Addressing Registers

These 28 locations are repeated 8 times so that each of the eight

programs has a unique set of these registers.
In addition, there are eight each of the following registers which are

associated with input-output. These registers are not uniquely associated

with any program, but are available for convenient assignment to.any pro-

16-27 General Purpose and Indirect

gram.



address Description
28 Read Address Counter

30 Write Address Counter

Distributed Write Address Counter

2? Distributed Read Geontem

34



When the computer designer initially considers the specifications of the
Arithmetic Unit of a digital computer, one of the prime considerations is the

method performing addition. A good design will be capable of meeting the speed

specifications with a minimm of hardware, The format of the bits in the Arithmetic
Unit is an important factor in falfilling this objectives Various formats for a ]8
bit word are discussed below.

Serial
A picterial representation is shown in F gure @e In this arrangenent, as well

as ail others to follow, for the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the A and B

operard each reside in a 48 bit flip-flop register, each stage of which is capable
of shifting. At the completion of the addition, the sum will be located in the B

registcr. Sines the addition is taking place only one bit at a time, a mininam of

equipment is required. However, in order to achieve a reasonably fast add time,

relatively high spsed shifting flip-flops would be required. For instance, with

4 MC flip-flops, 2h microseconds would ba required for a complete addition with

end around carry.

A pictorial representation of a 8 bit perallel-serial accumulator wth h

bits in parallel and 12 digits in seriel is showm in Figure 3. Other geometries

could bs used here, but this one is a very important ene, inasmuch as h bits in

paraliel can be used for a binary coded decimal digit. Since the adder is now a

bit adder instead of a 1 bit adder, more tine will be required to propagate

carries in the adder, thus resulting in a slower information shifting rate for a

given circuit capability, than in the serial adder. Using a 125 millimicrosecond

carry propagation per stage and a 1.33 MC shifting rate, the add time will be 18

microseconds, again including end around carry propagation. The addition time is
not too much faster than the example given in the serial adder, but the spsed

requirement of the flip fleps is reduced.



Paralicl
When the ultimate in addition speed is required, a complete parallel

accumulator as shown in Figure 4 is often used. To achieve the fullest speed

advantages » the carry propagetion time shculd be completely asynchronous. With

no "carry hopping" or "end of carry" sensing, an equivalent add time with the

fem eireuits end assumptions above would be 6 microseconds. If decimal, add were

added, another 1.5 microseconds would be required. Assuming the speed-up techniques

suggested previously are used, average add times on the order of 1 to 2 microseconds

are feasible, but the increase in the nunber of logical statemsnts is substantial.

The nuaber of logical statements required without these speed-up techniques is about

12 times as many as the paeralicl serial adder since the full add logic is required

for each of the 8 stages.

Upon cxemining the requirements of the response time of any adder stage in

the parallel accumulator, it is noted that although any stage is required to pro-

pagate a carry in a short time, once that stage has responded, it rests for the

remainder of the carry time, resulting in a very inefficient use of the irherent

speed available. If good speed-up techniques are used, then this inefficiency is

greatly reduced. This observation then suggests that a parallel accumlator with-

out speed-up techniques is an extronely wasteful device. It was this observation

that led to the invention of the parallel-serial-parallel accumilator, The parallele

serial-parallel is an efficient extension of the

accumulator whieh results in speeds comparable with that of a parallel accumulator

with no speed-up techniques, but with approximately one-fourth the number of logical

inputs to the logical expressions for the adder.



The parallel-serial-parallel arrangement described here consists of three

paraliel 16 bit parallel-serial registers. Each 16 bit parallel-serial register
has the bits of a h bit character in parallel, with h characters in serial. Each

of the three 16 bit groupings is referred to as a major character. A major

character is divided into four h-bit groups, called minor characters, the bits of

wh ch appear in parallel. Major character 1 contains bits 0 = 1s, major character

2 contains bits 16 = 31, and major character 3 contains bits 32 -h7. In pulse

timss, the gun within each major character is computed. Carries generated as a

result of these additions are then propagated and added into the next major

character in the next |, pulse times. At the end of these 8 pulse times, the

probability* that the carries (including end-around) will be finished propagating

and the answer will be correct is l= a = 0.999977. Carry propagation completion

can be sensed by means of a three leg buffer, and as much additional time as

necessary (8 pulse periods mascirmm) allowed to complete the carry propagation.

Figure 5 shows a 48 bit binary PSP accumiator capable of either addition

or subtraction. The scuations for this are shown below.

S « Subtract; s + Add

A, ° Addend

Initial avugend ard final result

Cc, Carry functions

P, Final sum functions

cC, Character carry from each adder

Timing function every hth clcck time such that TyneCCg is the

carry from the highest order minor character in each major

character

+ Assuming linearly distributed random numbers for operands.



Equations for Major Character 1 Adder

* Ty CC3
+ Thy CC,

Cy = Co By + 5 Ao By + 5 ty Cg + S Ay S A0 Cy

+ + 8 TG,Co = Gy 1+ s1A1A

=
Cp Bo

+ S ty Bp + Sa, GC,
+ S KL S Ky GC,

CC Ag 333
+ s

33A
++

331

0B t0+
0+ AA

= P, A) By CG,
* A, B, G+ Ay By G+ A, BL Cy

222
+

222
> A222+ A222A2

Big = Ps
3 A Cy + Ay B 33B t +333

B, shifted into from Bis), where OS AS 11

Equations for the major character 2 adder ara the same with subscripts on

Ano Bgs Gn increased by 16, Cy substituted for CC,, and CC, substituted for

CC.
Equations for the major character 3 adder are the sams with subscripts on

An» By» Cy increased by 32, CC substituted for CC., and CC substituted for CC,o2 3 3

The average add time with 125 x 1077 carry propagate time and 1.33 MC flip-
fleps is approximately 6 microseconds.

1



This accumlator has been organized in such a manner that decimal arithmetic

uging binary coded decimal representation can be incorperated easily, since each.

character is a binary coded decimal digit. To include decimal arithmetic

two areas need to be changed. The first is involved with rectification of the

binary sum where either the binary coded decimal sum is greater than mire » ora

major character carry was generated. This can easily be done by inserting the

logic between B and
Bogs

end Bio, and Bag
and Byy below

D Decimal 5 = Binary

Ba Byp
= BB, + Ce. By D Be By, H, + D co, By

Bo * Bay +
WH, By By + CC, By B+ Do By

# D CC, By By, Bi, * CC, . Byy, 5,
By ° 5 Bis + BE, By By By + P oc, Bs By Aas

+ 001 Buy By, By,

+
9

fhe above can be verified with a simple truth chart.

The second area that needs change is the generation of inter-digit carries.

This is accorplished by a feu terms to Cy to take care of those cases whoreadding

the decimal sum or difference is between 10 and 15.

Cy Ty cc- + Ty Cy * Fy D Bg By *
Thin D Bis Bas

* D By7 B36 * Tm D B37 Bag

3

The two corrections required the addition of only 60 x3 = 180 diodss to the

accumulator. No amplifiers were added. The probability that the answer will bs

correct, after 8 pulse times is 1 = yggg =0-9985. For these cases, up to 9 more3

pulse times may be required for the correct answer.



In addition to allowing a very economical method of arithmetic, the PSP

format allows other machine simplifications over. a parallel format. In particuler,
it ,is possible to transmit a 46 bit word to remote portions of the machine by neans

of time sharing 12 lines, resulting ina decreased number of cable drivers. It also

allows the use of one flip-flop and 3 pulses or delay ine to store h bits of in=

formation in those cases where the other 3 flip-flops are not required for manipulation

reasons. A block diagram of the type of storage 4s snown in Figure 7.

Parallel-Serial-Parallel Arithmetic Example

Figure 8 is an example iliustrating two numbers being added together in a

parallel-serial-parallel adder. The zeros inmediately beneath the operands indicate

the initial state of the carry circuits at the beginning of the addition, All of the

nunbers on a line with tl indicate the computation being performed during the first
pulse period. fhe 11 indicates that the ")" and "7". in the low order position of

major character 3 is added to form a 1 sum and al carry, and, simultaneously, the

58 and 0 in the low order portion of major character 2 4s added to form a "9"

with 0 carry indicated by the 09, and, cintlerly, 1 and 6 are being added to form

07.

During the next pulse period, +2, (and through the same addition circuits

which preduced the "tl" addition) plus not najor character 1; together with

the previous carry, "0", forms the 11 cn the t2 line. Similarly "1" plus "8" plus

nor carry forms 09 and "7" plus "1" plus a "1" carry forms 09.

This process is repeated until the tl Line of word cycle 2. At this point,

the carry fron the high order position of major character 1 is added to the low

order digit in the partial sum of major character 2o 'The cary is then propagated

as show until the 3699 is "corrected" to 3700. . Similarly, the 9991 formed in

major character 3 is corrected to 9992.

As seen in this examp e, the addition is ompleted after 8 pulse periods.



1

In summary, the Parallel Serial Parallel format provides a fast arith-
metic speed at a relatively economic cost of logical circuitry. The
addition of the Control Memory to the system provides a wide range of flexi-
bility in order to achieve an efficient usage of the computer.

The authors of this paper wish to extend credit to all those at the
Datamatic Division of Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Company, whose ideas
contributed to the creation of this data processing machine.
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8 STATE 18STATE 18STATE [SPECIAL
PROGRAM| INPUT OUTPUT REGISTER
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CONTROL {CONTROL
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CONTROL MEMORY f
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UP TO 8X 4096
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FIG.1, CONTROL MEMORY IN A MULTIPROGRAM COMPUTER
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0
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USING 4MC CLOCK, ADD TIME 24 MICROSECONDS
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FLIP FLOP SE DELAY

FIG.2, 48 BIT SERIAL ACCUMULATOR



ADD AND SHIFT
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USING 1.33 MC CLOCK, ADD TIME= 18 MICROSECONDS A+B--B
FIG.3, 48 BIT PARALLEL SERIAL ACCUMULATOR. 4 BITS? | CHARACTER

IN PARALLEL, !2 CHARACTERS IN SEPIAL.
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FIG.4, 48 BIT PARALLEL ACCUMULATOR
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FIG.6, LOGICAL ORGANIZATION FOR MAJOR CHARACTER | OF PARALLEL
SERIAL PARALLEL ACCUMULATOR.
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FIG.7, USE OF ONE FLIP FLOP AND 3 PULSES OF DELAY TO

STORE 4 BITS.
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SOLID STATE MICROWAVE HIGH SPEFD COMPUTERS

by

Jen A, Rajchman

R.CoA» Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.

I, INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results of an effort aimed at developing the

principles and technology required to speed ths rate of computers up to the order

terminal semi=sonductor devices: the variable capacity diode and the tunnel diode

in conbination with microsave techniques for the couplings within tne computer.

Both devices provide amplification of binary signals by mechanisms

depending on negative resistance. Thelr speed limitation is primarily due to

tne capacity of the junction and internal series resistance and can be two ordera

of negnitude higher than that of transistors which are limited by to drift time of

w carriers. The variable capacity diode can be used for computer legic in

paranetric phase locked osclllaters according to concepts deseribed by Goto# and

Yon Neumann'. The nepative resistance of the tunnel diode can provide amplification

and gain directly. Both devices have only tye: terminals, 1.60 a single port for

the input and outputs, so that special metheds are required to give direction to

4nformation flow. These methods and the means to perform the other necessary functions

of theusend The approach is based on the use of two types of two~

a

of storing ani gating signals are described in the following.



II, PARAMATRIC PHASE-LOCKED SUB-HARMONIC OSCILLATOR (PLO) COMPUTERS

le Principle of Operation
Consider a tuned circuit composed of a fixed inductance and a capa=

city whose value depends on the voltage across ite (i.e. junction diode) Let the
tuned circuit be excited by a frequency 2f which is approximately equal to twice
the resonant frequency of the circuit. (Fig. 1) This excitation will tend to
duce oscillations at frequency f in the circuit, and will actually be

sustained if the excitation is sufficiently injense and the losses in the circuit
are sufficiently small. This effect is a special "deyenerate™ case of a broad cless
of parametric excitatlon effects. The general theories of parametric oscillatins,
as well es the particular theory of this degenerate case have been reported by

3shty526579
The reason for the build up of oscillations can readily be understood

several authora

by a simple physical reasoning. Let us assume that every tima at which the capac

city has maximum charge, the value of the capacity is reduced, as would be the case

if the plates were pulled aparte The work necessary to reduce the capacity ine

creases the energy stored in the condenser. The value of the capacity is restored

to its initial value at the instant of which the charge in the condensar is SOTO9

In this way a certain amount of energy is added t the circuits at every half cycle
of the oscillation. If this increase of enargy is greater than the loss of energy

in the half cycle due to damping in the circuit, the amplitude of oscillations will

grow. It is easy to see that this "pumping" of energy occurs at twice the frequency

of oscillations end therefore can sustain an oscillation of either of tao opposite

phasese In the actual case of a variable capacity diode, the change of capacity is

due to the voltage cf the pump source applied to it instead of the mechanical work
4



necessary to pull the plates apart, but the effect is analogous.
The oscillations are sustained in el:ther of two opposite phases which

are locked to the phase of the pump and can be used to denote zero" and "one" of
a binary digit. The 3 PIO, constitutes thie a storage cell.
The steady state phase depends on the conditions under which oscillations start.
If a small locking signal at the frequency f is present in the tank, oscillations
Will build up in the phase closest to the phase of the locking signal. The input

locking signal is thus "amplified". (Fig. 1),

logic can be performed by arraying the PLO's in three or more groups,

which are separately activated either by pump modulation or diode bias gating.

Every PLO is loosely coupled to PLO's in other groups, the pattern of couplings

determining the lovic task to be performed. The groups are clocked in succession

with some overlap, i.e. a given clock is turned off after thea next one is turned

on, This sequence causes information to flow in a given direction despite the

bilateral character of the PLO, A PLO will start at the phase determined by the

phase of the majority of oscillating PLO's to which it is coupled. The majority

decision can be exploited directly in many cireuits or can be reduced to "ani" or

'or decisions by the use of a reference signal on one input. For example with

two inputs, ani a reference in phase zero, the output will be in phase T omy

when both inputs are in phase Tl. Negation is easily obtained by phase inversion.

In a typical example of logic circuit, figure 2, each PIO may be connected to tw
inputs, two cutputs and one reference, or to five other PLO's. Consequently, the

input is at most one fifth of the output of preceding PLO'gs. Thus, a minimm

"logic gain" of five is required. In a simple shift register, figure 3, minimum

7
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logic gain is tide

There is a certain increase of amplitude of oscillation at each

oyele which desends on the parametric pumping, i.e. specific variation of capacity
and power, and on the losses of the circuit which are made up of the useful Joade

ing and wiavoidable circuit dissipations. To build up the amplitude by a factor

corresponding to practical legie gains, about 5 cycles of oscillations or 10 pump

eyeles are required intypical PLO's, Therefore to obtain 1000 me information

vates, 1.6. phase switching in abouts 3 x sec, pump frequecies of about 30 KNC

or higher are required.

20 Experimental Results

fn experimental program ultimately aimed at PLO computers pumped at

frequencies of about 30 KMC resulted in the followings

A, Microwave Sub-haxmonic Osclilators

Microwave circuits obtained by photegraphic engraving of copper clad

insulating boards, known as strip transmission lines, and point contect diodes in
conventional microwave cartridges, were used feos PLO's pumped ab 4 EMC. A typical

early configuration (Fig. k and 5) included, 2a 2 EMC quarter-wave resonator with

dlede in shunt at one end, a KNC resonator bar isolating pump and oscillating
des return for optimm bias, and one or more loosely coupled inpuls and

outputs 227920521522 Output~ve-lnpet power characteristics (Figo 6) show broad

operating range, efficiencies of 9 few percent s and* required pump power Jevels of

about 100 me. more recent: configuration Utlize a series connected gold

honded dlede (Fig. 7) end multiple impedence meiched axtennas for couplings Inputs

end outputs. The characteristics (Figs 8) show uniform couplings to various



antennas, and broad operating regionge

Methods of switching phase, first investigated in lumped parameter

pumped at 5 mc, demonstrated great flexibility of "phase script" and

yielded quantitative relations betucen lopie gain and build-up cycles under a

varlety of conditions (Fige 9). Qualitative confirmation of these results was

obtained through move elaborate experiments with PO's pumped at 1, KMC using

mercury wetted relay pulsers and travelling-wave oscilloscopes.
wise from noise level to saturation in 10 nanoseconds (nanosecond = sec)

end decay in 1.5 nanoseconds when the diode was pulsed slightly into conductions

B, Microwave Computer Techniques and PIO Logica

Typical vesults:

Microwave transmission Lins techniaws provide methods for linearly
combining signals to exploit direction of transnissicn. For example a hybrid ring

can be used to translate amplitude modulated to phase moinlated signels and visa=

verss through appropriate combination with a CW signal'. (Figure 10). Another

exemple is the use Dora hybrid ring fed by txo PLO's energized at pumps W2

cut of phase, 0 as 40 obtain cancellation at one (input) terminal and reinforce~

nent (output) at another. (Figure 11). This provides undirectional information

Flow cnd thereby Jovers the required doy gain nd pernits the use of a two rather

than thres clocks. Experinentally two PLO's have been balanced so that only 5%

tof the power appeared in the inpute

A full stage of a binary adder with two PIO'g and four hybrid rings

was REGS It operates through linear combinations of signals

and PIO's acting as a majority decision elements and amplifiers (Figure 2). Oper=

aticn with pulses at repetiiien of 100 mc wes obtained. Gther types of adders



were made alsoo

A 500 me binary scaler was made® using a PIO deliberately tuned at

a frequency slightly different from half the pump frequency so that its phase

changed for every nouentery deactivation of the pump lasting for a time sufficient

to allow the natural oscillstions to drift more than 11/2 in phases

In goneral, malting of computer subsystems with PLO's can take advantage

of well. developed microwave strip transmiesion techniques. Boards with 3 layers,
with ground planes on both sides of transmission stripe, permit compact subsystems

without deleterious radiation pick-ups of 2 lsyer boards.

Ce PLO Randon Access Meng
The random eccess memory made of PLO's would be particularly suitable

in a machine with PLO logic. This possibility was investigated". In a two die

mensional arvay of PLO's continously activated by @ pump, the access problem con»

siste of (1) selectively establishing the desired phase in a selected PLO without

disturbing the phase of any other and (2) of interrogating the phase of any selected

PID without anbiguity due to possible masking signals from all other PLO's.
The writing problem (2) is solved easily by forced switching. It is

possible to choose the amplitude of locking signals such that each separately is

too small but together the two signals are strong enough to change the phase of

the PIO.

Tne reading problem (2) requires a mare el artifice. For exe

anple a standby PLO in addition to the sicmiay PIO can be used for each bit. Bech

standby PLO is Jocsely coupled to ite assoclated storing PIO and is also loosely



coupled to a read-out circuit. For resd-out, the standby PIO, nortally not activ
vated, is selectively activated by the coincidence of two bursts of pump energisa=
tions It starts to oscillate at the phase of the associated storing PLO and theree
by conveys the sought phase information to the read-out circuit. The signals of
all other storing PLO's are effectively blocked fran masking the read-out signals
since their standby read-out PIO's not activatede

Experimental memories have operated successfully at frequencies of
Jess than 10 me but complexities of technology with early designs of PLO's have
made operation at microwave frequencies difficult. Recent improved designa would

greatiy facilitate the memory designs

D, Variable Capacity Diodes for PLO's

Microwave cartridge point contact dicdes of commercial type ani labore

atory units made by specially developed techniques, as well as gold bonded diodes

mounted within the boards in quarter wave series resonant circuits, permitted the

exerinents reported above but had serious drawbacks due to limitations in speed
and wide variations from A program to develop junction types has reo
sulted in a clear understanding of the limiting factors! and diodes of practical
design with an order of mapnitude better performance.

The simultaneous realization of low series resistance within the

diode and high variation of capacity with respect to voltage a » around a

value C, arbitrarily taken at 1 volt) requires that the impurity concentration be

not uniform but have a specially designed profile. This was realized in solution»

grown and out-diffused pen germanium junctions. High cut-off frequency for
reasonable impedanse and low power requires that the capacity be low and the area

of the junction be of the order of 30° BQo inches.



In addition to the constants of the semi=conductor proper it is
essential to minimize the capacity » the series inductance L, and the resistance
of the contact of the diode encapsulation. A special m encapsulation was de«

veloped (Figure 13, 14) in which the case capacitance is only o5 and the lead
inductance is only «3 By It consists of a ceramic ring of .ogsn in diameter

sealed hermetically between two metel plates with a metal finger entering from one

side. A thin wire contacts the dot on the germanium wafer and is soldered to the

finger. The diode is inserted in the winding boards and the upper and

lower tabs can be directly soldered to the printed lines. The resulting cirevits
ere not only superior in performance but simple to construct. Typical constants
of a microencspsulated variable capacity dicde are CG eiuF, 1 ohn, f, = 150 KMC

L = 300 pull, and = 6 wi, Capacity voltage sensitivity, difficult to measure

directly, is relatively high as judged by improved PLO performances

These diodes have permitted the design of 10 KMC pumped PLO's with

which gaina of 20 db, rise time of 2 to 3 nanoseconds, and efficiencies of 10% were

realized, Corresponding information switching rate would be about 300 me as judged

from the extrapolation of 100 mo rates of 4 KMC pumped PLO's,

TUNNEL DICDE COMPUTERS

1. Tonnel Dicdes

Abrupt junction dicdes made of very highly doped material exhibit a

nspative resistance at small forward blas. This effect was described by Lo

who interpreted it as due to quantum tumeling. As the negative resistance makes

amplification possible and the effect is inherently fast, it was realized that the

tunnel diede is perticularly suited for high speed computers. The device was

rinted

15



investigated in detail and a number of germanium units especially adapted for this
use were nate @

The current voltage characteristic (Figure 15) exhibits in the forward

direction, a maximum, a drop corresponding to negative resistance (<2), a minim,
and a subsequent rise. The negative resistance is well understood by semiconductor

theory, and can be thought as due to a diminution in the munber of electrons which

can tunnel through a potential barrier as that barrier is lowered, a seemingly

paradoxical, fect resulting from the decrease in electronic states adjacent to the

potential barrier.
The gain bandwidth preduct as well as the upper frequency of onc. lla]

tion realizable were found to be inversely proportional to RC, where C is the

physical capacity of the diode junction. The time constant RO, independent of

junction area, can be small despite the lerge value of (typically 3 uB/on™)« This

die because the resistance R can be made very small, as it is an inverse cxponential

fonction of the impurity concentration. High concentrations are obtainable by

7
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suitable doping techniques. Time constants as low as 5 x 10 seconds have been

determined by measuring R and C separately. In another experiment a tunnel diode

was switchied by means of a mercury wetted relay and the resulting switching was

observed om a sampling oscilloscope. Rise and decay times less than 10°? seccmis

and a plateau of about 107? seconds were ebserved. Tunnel diodes oscillators of 1600 mc

were made. Recently oscillations as' high as 10,000 me were reported". .

It is necessary that the series resistance r and the inductance L of

the dicde and its mount be sufficiently small to make the time constants and

L/R small compared to RC. Only very short lead-in can be tolerated. Microencapsu~



lations with wide, short, closely spaced terminals have been designed and permit
direct incorporation of diodes in low impedance (typically 10 ohms) transmission

lines. It turns out that the ceramic microencapsules originally designed for the

variable capacity diodes is particularly suitable for the tunnel dicde. (Figure 1h).
These units have only about 300 of series inductance.

Hundreds of tunnel diodes were fabricated on a laboratory scale

These were germanium types with impurity concentrations of about 2.5 x fom,
The areaVarious sizes were made with peak currents varying between 1 and 700 mae

of the junction in these diodes is about 5 x 10" om which entails a capacity of

about 100 pul.
2. Tunnel Diode logic Circuits

logic ewitching can be performed by tunnel diedes because their charace

teristics have sharp thresholds permitting gating and negative resistance permitting

Signals are baseband pulses, in contrast tothe carriersignal. amplification.
modulated sipnals of the PLO. Two regions of the characteristic are useds

a voltage range below the voltage of the current peak to denote "0" and a range.

above the voltage of the current valley to denote tt3" oa (Figure 15). With germanium

tunnel diodes the low "0" state is typically less than 50 my and the high "1" state

about 150 mv.

Gain is obtained through a triggering action. An operating point P,

with current I, and voltage Ves is established near the maximum of the characteristic

(1, Vv) through appropriate biasing of the power supply. The input signal adds a

relatively small increment of current (or voltage) to go over the "mmp". This

canses the @iede to switch to the high state "1", An output current as lerge as

16
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the difference between the maximun I and the minimuna can be obtained without
loosing the state "1". The ratio of output~to-input currents, 1.e., the gain, cm
thus be large if the operating point is very near maximm. Practical reamess
of biasing depends on the uniformity.of diodes which was found sufficient in experi«
mental diode batches to permit logic gains of h to 6, These were observed indie
cuits pulsed at a rate of one megacycle. The excess of the input signal. over the
value required to reach the maximum has an appreciable effect on the speed of
triggering as it determines the rate at which the capacity of the diode is charged
to reech the triggering point. Therefore some reduction of possible logic gain must

be suffered to obtain high switching speeds.

Logie ewitehing can be accomplished by properly interconnecting simple

logic elements. Each such element, made of one or more tamnel diodes, serves as a

bit=stare, as an amplifier, and as a threshold gate. The gating is of the majority

choice of the threshold levels. Three main types of logic elements were investigated:
(1) bistable, consisting of a tunnel diode in series with a resistance or resistance
network (Figs 16) (2) bistable, consisting of two tunnel diodes in series (Fig. 17)

(3) monstabla, using diodes in series with inductances o (Figo 18).
@ In the first bistable logic element the single port P is coupled

resistively to a number of inputs and outputs as well. as to a source of current I
which oan be pulsed (Fige 16). In the absence of 1, the contributions of currents

to the diode are so small that its voltage is small, on the "0" part of the charace

teristic. The value of I, is so chosen that when the activating pulse is applied

type with which simple majority, "and", and "or", decisions are obtained with prover

the total current will either be smaller or greater than the maximun I, depending

on the sum of the inputs and therefore the voltage will remain small or will be



switched abruptly to the "1" part of the characterintic. This change of voltage
influences in turn other logic elements to which 1t is coupled when these are

activated. The logic elements are in three or more groups which are clocked by

overlapping pulses, in a manner similar to the PLO clocking. An experimental

mit18 has been made to denonstrate this type of logic. It contains a storage

loop, 2 full adder stage, means to shift the right and left into registers and

other functions including inversion. The unit contains 27 tunnel diodes with peak

currents of 2 ma. Observed switching times with these eatly relatively slow diodes

were about 50 nanoseconds. The unit was driven by a three-phase clock at 1 mega»

cycles
An alternative to the pulsed power supply for energizing the bistable

elements is the use of a DC supply and resetting pulses. Any element of the nete

work is set to state "1" directly according to the combined outputs of preceeding

elements and ig reset to state "0" by a clocking pulse. Setting of the elements

of a group occurs immediately following vesetting.

(2) In the second bistable type the logic element is made of two

tunnel diodes in series (Fig. 17)- To these diodes is applied a voltage from an

2.Ce source, « pulsed or sine wave, « of an amplitude sufficient for one diode to

be in the high "1" state but insufficient for both to be in that state. The polarity

of a ralatively small input voltage applied to the midwpoint is sufficient to dee

termine which diode will trigger. This triggering will cause a greater voltage

swing of the same polarity at that point and in effect will anplify the input signal,

logic networks can be cbtained by arranging the logic elements in three or more

groups and resistively coupling the nidpoints of the elements of different groups.



The pattern of connections determines the desired logic operations. The groups are
energized in succession by overlapping voltage waves in a manner similar to the

clocking of the PLO's, A particularly simple syetem is the use of a 3 phase sine
wave power supply. Negation is obtained by inverting transformers. Practical
obtainable logic gains depend on matching of diodes in pairs rather than general
uniformity of diodes as in the single~diode logic elements.

(3) Monostabe logic elements are obtained with a tunnel dicde in
series with an inductance biased to a point P near the maximum of the characteris=
tic (Fig. 18). A relatively small voltage can trigger the diode to the high s tate
and thereby preduce a relatively high voltage swing at the rama point. Logic nete
works can be obtained by resistive couplings between logic elements in a manner

similar to bistable elementse Resetting to the low state is produced automatically
by the voltage induced In the inductance. Asynchronous operation can thus be obtaineds

in an experimental 7 stage delay chain, very uniform successive triggering was

observed. Synchronous cperation is possible also by superimposing clocking pulses
om the inputs but it appears that higher speeds are realizable for a given legis
gain in bistable circults.in that mode of operation,

All three types of circuits utilize logic in which the inputs
and outputs are on the same single terminal. To insure separation of 4nput and

output functions, 1.ee, direction of information flow, several methods are possibile,
In the above described systems separation in time was used by mmiltiple phase clocking,
the inputs at any one logic elements being effectiveat a different time than the

outputs, Directionality by electrical separation can be obtained through the use

of unidirectional couplings Unfortunately adequate rectifying diodes of speed

comparable.to that of the tunnel diodes are not available at the present times



Directionality can be achieved also by making the level of energy of successive

logic elements in a chain or the couplings between them progressively weaker 50 as

to insure that the setting influence of the inputs dominates over the backflow ine

fluence of the outputs.

The multiple phase clocking is a simple solution to the directionality
problem and the key to the successful use of single port two terminal devices. én

increase of speed can be realized if several logic steps instead of a single one

are made at each clock pulse. This is possible by using a cascaded arrangement of

logic elements driving each other asynchronously. In these circuits means for

directionality of information flow other than clocking must be providede

From the above considerations it is evident that simple logic circuits

of complete generality can be made from tunnel diodes. The signals are direct pulses
and require no carrier, Energization can be either by miltiphase sine wave or pulsed

ac or by a conbination of do and clocking pulses. Experimental circuits have demo

onstrated germeral system flexibility. The speed of the circuit Gan bé very highs

With early relatively slow experimental diodes having 2 ma peaks, one megacycle

repetition rates were demonstrated but switching timeg were short enough to permit

10 megacycle rates. With newer faster 20 ma units logic elements were switched in

times permitting 100 megacycle rates. The specd capabiltites of tunnel diodes are

still being increased dramatically so that there is great promise for realizing"

logie circuits with 1000 megacycle rates.

3. Tunnel Diode Menory

Random access memories can be made using arrays of tunnel diode and

give promise to be very fast. Each bit is stored by a current driven tunnel diode



heaving two stable voltages (Fige 9). Row and colwm buses are resistively coupled

to each diode. (Fig. 20). Any selected diode can be set to one or the other state

by voitage pulses of appropriate polarity and amplitude on the corresponding busese

The memory can ba organized for coincident bit addressing requiring

selection discrimination or for word addressing needing only three~to-one discrimin=

ation. The maxima and the minima of the characteristics provide the necessary

thresholds and are sufficiently uniform to make possible either of these coincident

write-in systems
Read«out ig obtained by driving the selected element or elements to

the high state "1" and observing whether or not switching results. Ina second

following writing cycle the elements which have changed state are restored by appro=

priate control of the writing circuits in a manner analogous to that used in con»

ventional core memories. The read-out signal can be obtained by direct pickeup from :

a common circuit resistively coupled to all elements. Read-out can be obtained also

through inductive or radiative pick-up of high frequency which can be generated by

the selected diode in several ways. A resonant circuit, which may be a simple stub

et microwave frequencies, is associated with each element. In one method, to read,

a write "0" Js applied to the selected element and thereby switches it or note If
there is switching the relatively large voltage excursion through the negative region

of the characteristio shock excites the tuned circuit and the resulting natural free

quency oscillation is sensed on a circuit loosely coupled to all elements. (Figs 21)

In another method, selective readout addressing circuits impress Signals at frequency

on the selected row bus and f, on the selected column buse In the high statef1
the curvature of the voltage current characteristic is about 4 times greater than



in tha low state, producing a corresponding ratio of amplitudes of the beat free
quency °

5
to which the elemental circuits are tuned.

Experiments with small arrays and array skeletons have demonstrated

(1) teo-to-"one coincident write-in with reasonable tolerances of operation despite
the use of experimental diodes with relatively wide variations of characteristica
(2) adequate discrimination direct read out pulse signals with word addressinge

(3) inductive read-out signals of high discrimination with ringing frequencies as

high as 250 me and beat frequency of about 1 kme with bit coincident addressing.
Drivers of tunnel diode arrays musi bs able to supply pulses of reo

latively larga powex. The required current is large because ali perallel comected

halfselected elements load the selected lines, and the required voltage is large
because the voltage of the series current reguiating resistance mist be several

times greater than the voltage swing of the diode. Typically hundreds of milli-
amperes and several volts must be provided. It is mlikely that transistors will
be adequate to drive large arrays at high speed (although a line of a arrays was

driven in less than x08 sete). The best promise for solving the driver problen

ics in the tumel diode itself. Sufficient voltage can be obtained by connecting

a number of tunnel dicdes in series, and adequate current may bs obtained by using

sufficiently high current unitse Such arrangenents have been operated and appear

1

adequatso

Tunnel diode random access memories offer at. the present time a good

and possibly the only promise for achieving a cycle tima of 10 secomis necessary

of a memory associated with 1000 megacyele rate logie: the tunnel dicdes thenselves

are or about 40 be fast enough and there does not seem to be any insurmountable



system problem. Experiments to date have demonstrated the essential write-in and.

read-out steps and have indicated a solution for the drivers. Furthemore it appears
that propagation delays along addressing lines can be kept low enough so as to be

insignificant. This results chiefly from the sma size of the diode and of the

resulting arrays

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Computer Logie by microwave carrier techniques and the junction diode

PIO has been demonstrated in elementary subsystems at one humdred mega~

eycles, and single elenents switching in times corresponding to 300 megacycleae

Microencapsulated improved diodes promise to provide thousand megacyole rates with

power supplied at 30 EMC. or higher.

Gomputer logic by tunnel dicdes, already denonstrated at low rates,
promises to be possible at thousand megacyolese Suffieiently uniform diodes and

diodes capable of fractional nanosecond switching have been made. Random eccess

memories with cyelc tines of the order of 10 nanoseconds appear possible using

arrays of tunnel. dicdes, Tunnel diode computers operate with direct pulses and

are powered by DC and/or AG at signal frequenoy.
semiconductor devices provide thus the manipulative ele~

ments required to gate, store, and amplify binary signala in nanoneconds. Forthere

more, simplicity, small size, and power dissipation per element of tens of meVile

watts permit packing of 10 or more elements per cubie inchs Therefore reasonably

comprehensive computers with several thousand logic and several. tens of thousands

of nenory elements can be made in a volume of legs than feet in diameter. Un=-



avcidable delays dus to signal propagation, of about 6 to 8 inches per nanosecond

in normal transmission lines, are thus kept at abouts ome nanosecond. This presents

no serious difficulty in a thousand megacycle™ machine which can be assumed to

have alementeary logic functions executed in about 'one nanosecond and a memory cycle
time of 10 nanoseconds.

We qan, therefore, look forward to a now era of bi TH

information handling machines which aro likely 10 preduce.as large, not larger,
an dmpact on the information procesaing art as vas produced a deands ago by the in-

troduction of present mlllion-bit-per-seconi machines o
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ABSTRACT

A High Speed, Small Size Magnetic Drum Memory Unit for Sub-Miniature Digital Computers.

A magnetic drum memory unit has been designed and constructed for use in future sub-

miniature digital computers. The unit has been designed to meet the requirements of

MIL-E-5400 Class 2, withstand shock loads of 16g, and operate under continuous vibration

of 10g peak, from 0-2000 cps. Its operating temperature range is - 54 + 125°C. It
will operate up to any altitude as normally packaged. The unit has a memory capacity

of 300,000 bits. 122 tracks are provided on a 4 1/2" long 2 1/2" diameter recording

drum. At the normal speed of 12,000 r.p.m., the clock frequency is 546 kc. The unit

utilizes four 1.3" by 1.25" shoes to hold assemblies of 27 read-record heads, and

smaller shoes to hold circulating register heads, Head to drum spacing is maintained by

an air film between the shoe and the drum. Recording is achieved with silicon transistor

circuits using 6 volts supply and 100 ma peak recording current. The signal level, when

reading, is about 12 mv at 546 kc. The size of the unit is 3.7 X 3.7 X 7.4". Its

weight is 11.3 lbs including a case for hermetic sealing.

This development was performed under contract for the Wright Air Development Center of

the USAF.
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A HIGH SPEED, SMALL SIZE MAGNETIC DRUM MEMORY UNIT
FOR SUBMINIATURE DIGITAL COMPUTERS

A memory with dimensions compatible with microminiature
assemblies is required for future computers to be used in missiles
and aircraft.. A drum memory is described which can fulfill this
need, The bit rate of 546 kc makes possible a 20-bit serial word
time of the order of 40 microseconds. For a computer with add
and multiply times of 40 microseconds, the drum memory described
is adequate. Moreover, the technique described can be extended to
provide a 20-microsecond word time by doubling the rotational speed
of the drum, and to 10 microseconds or less by reading out two or
more bits in parallel, A memory capacity of 15,000 twenty-bit
words is available in the 7.4 x 3.7 x 3.7 inch total unit size, which
is adequate for the type of computations usually made in-an aircraft
or missile, The advantage of such a drum memory as compared
with a ferrite core memory, for example, is in cost, size, and
ability to perform over wide temperature ranges, The disadvantage
of the lack of immediate access to any address can for the most part
be overcome by suitable programming precautions.

The magnetic drum development was performed under contract
for Wright Air Development Center of the USAF to determine
whether recording densities of 500 to 1000 bits to the inch and
more than 30 tracks to the inch could be achieved in a small unit
which would meet the requirements of MIL-E-5400, Class 2, The
description of the development is broken down as follows:

General Description of Memory Unit
. Selection of Magnetic Coating
Design of Suitable Read-Record Heads

Ph
W
N

&

Mechanical Design Details

1



GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MEMORY UNIT

Size 3.7 x 3.7 x 7.4 inches over-all
Power 400 cps, 3 phase, about 30 watts

Weight 11, 3 pounds

Motor Mounted inside recording drum

Tracks 30 per inch, total of 122 tracks

Recording density 350 bits per inch using Manchester
phase modulated recording

Clock frequency 546 kc

Total storage capacity 300,000 bits plus timing tracks and
spare tracks

Speed 12,000 rpm approximately

Figure 2 shows a partly assembled unit. To achieve the
high degree of stability required for high density recording over
a wide temperature and vibration range, an especially rigid unit
was constructed, The framework and most critical parts are made
of stainless steel selected to have a coefficient of expansion to
match that of the ball bearings. A cross section drawing of the
rotating part of the unit is shown in Figure 1,

The recording drum is made up of an internally mounted,
400-cps, 3-phase induction motor whose stator (1) is attached to
a fixed shaft (3). The squirrel cage type rotor (2) is fixed inside
a steel cylinder (8) which provides magnetic shielding and forms
a mounting for a nonmagnetic stainless steel cylinder (9), This
cylinder is plated with nickel-cobalt by an electroless method to
form the recording surface, A shoe holding 27 read-record heads
can be seen resting on the recording surface in Figure 2, This
shoe is loaded with a 6-10 pound force against the recording surface
when the drum attains full speed, Since the shoe and 27 heads weigh
less than 1.5 ounces, accelerations of 10 g's have little effect

2



Figure 1. Cross Section of Rotor Assembly
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Figure 2. Photograph of Partly Assembled Magnetic Drum



on the head spacing (which is maintained by an air film between the
shoe andthe drum). The shoe is positioned radially by means of
pivoted arms, The pivots are held in V~grooves to eliminate any
possible play.

A gear wheel can be seen which turns cam shafts mounted
down the length of the four corners of the framework, The cam
shafts take the pressure off the shoes for starting or stopping.
A very small motor (not shown) will be mounted to turn the gear
wheel against a spring when the drum has attained full speed.
Upon the removing of the driving power, the spring will turn
the large gear wheel and take the load off the shoes,

The shoes are self-aligning and no adjustments other than
spring pressure are required, The use of two independent arms
loaded by a single cantilevered spring achieves this self-alignment.

Positions for four large sized shoes are visible in Figure 2.
On the other faces of the frame similar mounting spaces for
smaller shoes are provided, These shoes are intended to hold
both read and record heads for circulating registers,

The electrical characteristics are summarized as follows,

Recording. Peak currents of 100 ma are required for re-

cording, The current is built up linearly during half a bit time
for the Manchester type recording, A silicon transistor push-pull
circuit with 6 volts on the collectors is used for the recording
amplifiers,

Reading. The read signal is about 10 mv peak-to-peak at

546 kc and about 30 mv at 273 kc, No noise is noticeable on the

signal under test conditions, Using Manchester or variable phase
type recording, no transients are apparent beyond one recorded
bit before and after each word, Pattern sensitivity has been

eliminated by the use of narrow pole piece heads described later,
Typical read signals made up of single eight-bit words are shown

in Figure 3,

5
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@ SELECTION OF MAGNETIC COATING
For digital recording the head-to-drum spacing should be

of the order of one-tenth or less of the length of the recorded bits
to achieve customary margins of operation. For 350 or more
bits per inch, a head-to-drum spacing of less than 300 microinches
is indicated. For both temperature ranges of -55° to +125°C
and high shock and vibration, the small head-to-drum spacing
required of 300 microinches cannot be maintained unless the head
is made to bear on the recording surface. Gas lubrication is
satisfactory for the maintenance of spacing in this range. For
practical reasons it is desirable that a small particle of dirt
(or accidental mistreatment during assembly or service) not do

appreciable harm to the recording surface. This puts a require-
ment on the durability of che magnetic coating. For this reason
magnetic plating is preferred to oxide films. There is an optimum
plating thickness (which in practice turns out to be of the order
of 100 microinches) for 350 bits per inch as is shown later. Since
oxide coatings are usually ground after application, there would
be an especially difficult problem in grinding them down to a
uniform thickness of 100 microinches. Thus it became necessary
to develop a suitable plating. Electroplated nickel-cobalt alloys
have been tried and work perfectly well magnetically. They can
be plated as thinly as desired and have been tested at thicknesses
of 60 microinches and less. Mechanically this plating is not the
best that can be obtained since it is not especially hard and has
not been made to have both a high coercive force and adhesion
strength comparable to the bulk material strength. This type
of coating is magnetically satisfactory, but slight damage may
put several 0.03 inch wide tracks out of operation due to local
peeling of the coating. Nickel deposited by the Brenner electroless
process forms a very hard coating which has excellent adhesion
and hardness after suitable heat treatment. This coating markedly
improves the wear resistance of almost any material that might

7



be used to make the drum. A modification of the Brenner process
to include cobalt produces an alloy which has good recording
characteristics. This alloy is satisfactory magnetically without
heat treatment but can be made harder with heat treatment.

DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND THICKNESS
The signal read from the recording surface will be

E peak-to-peak =2w- nx 10 volts (1)
-8

@
= maximum number of flux lines in the head

n number of turns on head

W frequency in radians per second

This assumes that the readback signal is essentially sinusoidal.
The parameter @ will be less than the flux lines remaining in the
recorded dipoles after magnetization since not all the lines can
be made to link the head. It will be proportioned to track width
It will be dependent on B and H for the magnetic coating.

.

For a thin magnet which is very wide, it can be shown that

H = H, - (2t/mL) (B-H) (2)

where

o
7 applied field
= effective magnetizing field

t = plating thickness

L = length of the recorded dipole

magnetic induction

A nickel-cobalt plating having a coercive force of 320 oersteds
and a saturation induction of about 6000 gauss was selected. The
ratio t/L can be varied so that a demagnetizing H just intersects
the corner of the B-H loop for the material. Since L is fixed by

8



the recording density, t is selected so that the residual induction
is near the maximum induction, thus taking advantage of the
squareness of the hysteresis loop of the nickel-cobalt alloy. A
greater thickness would provide no greater residual flux because
of demagnetization, but would require a greater recording
magnetomotive force and would magnetize more slowly due to
eddy current effects. Thus both magnetic plating material and
its thickness can be optimized for the drum memory.

Figure 4a shows an actual B-H loop of a nickel-cobalt
plated film to show the effect of thickness on the residual induction
due to demagnetization. A line is drawn of slope determined by
t/L which intersects the B-H loop at the point of residual induction.

Figure 4b shows a similar B-H loop for a heat-treated,
nickel-cobalt alloy chemically deposited by the Brenner process.
The squareness is not as good as that obtained by electroplating,
but it is expected that this could be improved.

The B-H loops were taken on actual plated 2-1/2 inch
diameter by 4-1/2 inch long stainless steel cylinders before
they .were mounted on the drum assembly. (See Figure 5 for
photograph of the B-H tester.)

The B-H loops were taken by magnetizing the plating axially
in a solenoid whereas recording takes place around the periphery
of the drum. There was some doubt as to whether or not aniso-
tropic effects would invalidate this measurement, and so several
disks were plated and tested along various axes in the B-H tester.
Very little change in B-H characteristics was noted as the
direction of magnetization was changed. The disks were purposely
ground so that the effect of grinding marks would be observ if
they set up an easy direction of magnetization.

DESIGN OF SUITABLE READ-RECORD HEADS

The design goals called for 350 bits per inch recording
density and at least 30 tracks per inch. Reading resolution of 350

Manchester cells per inch requires coupling as much flux as is

9
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possible from a 0.0014 inch long magnetic dipole into a magnetic
structure around which are wound a number of turns of wire.
Coupling much of the flux requires a head gap of the order of
0.0004 inch and head to recording surface spacing smaller than
0.0001 inch. However, a compromise can be made which will cause
a loss of signal but not necessarily loss of operational margins.
Recording densities of more than 1000 bits per inch have been
obtained in systems using a single floating head assembly.
However, this usually is accomplished with very closely spaced
heads and wider tracks than 0.025 inch. In the interest of economy
and development time a compromise which utilized many heads
mounted in a single air floated pad was adopted. To make the
construction problem easier, a head-to-drum spacing of 200-300
microinches was adopted. This limits a practical digital recording
system to the region of 500 recorded bits to the inch. In the
present system a recording density of 350 bits per inch is used,
but this does not represent the practical system limit. The
floating pads holding about 27 heads are of the order of 1.3 inches
by 1.25 inches. Economies in space and cost are achieved by this
mass mounting method which at present requires the use of

recording densities of 500 bits per inch and less. The problems
of recording and reading will be discussed separately although
it is highly desirable that Cca compromise head be used which can
both record and read. Apart from economy it greatly relaxes
mechanical tolerance problems.

12



Recording, Figure 6 shows an idealized read-record head at
its pole face, If the resistivity of the pole pieces were high so that
eddy currents could be neglected, the amp turns required for re-
cording and the read signal obtained per turn of the head winding
could be quite closely calculated. Such a head is most difficult to
make and the desirable spacing to the recording surface of 50 micro-
inches or less is also most difficult to obtain in multiple head assem-
blies, The performance of the idealized head is of interest, how-
ever, for comparison with the compromise design which has been
presently adopted but which clearly could be improved. To deter-
mine the recording amp turns required, let the B-H loop (Fig-
ure 4b) be assumed to be the B-H loop for the recording surface,
For the 0,00015 inch thick plating whose B-H loop is shown on
Figure 4b assuming

L = 0,0014'' (350 bits per inch Manchester recording)
It can be seen from Figure 4b that 500 oersteds are required to
saturate the magnetic plating at 6000 gauss, From Equation (2)
we find that

H = 900 oersteds approximately for 500 oersteds
effective magnetizing force

Two parallel lines are shown on Figure 4b, whose intersections
with the B-H curve and H axis give the residual flux density and the

recording force required, This gives a flux density after magnet-
ization of 3200 gauss, If the curve of Figure 4a were used, mag-=
netizing force of 600 oersteds would give a remnant density of
5500 gauss, However, because the electroplated coating is thinner
(80 microinches versus 150 microinches), the remnant flux would
be only 90 percent of that obtained for the electroless plating.

The overriding consideration for selecting the electroless
plating was its hardness and resistance to wear.

13
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The remnant flux for a recorded dipole 0.0014 inch long,
0.025 inch wide and 0,00015 inch thick would be about 7.7 x 10
lines for a flux density of 3, 200 gauss,

About 2, 5-amp turns must be provided for magnetizing the
plating. In the ideal head (Figure 6) 14.5 x 10 lines must be
maintained across two gaps in series to saturate the coating at
6,000 gauss, The gap dimensions are 50 microinches in extent,
0.025 inch long and 0.0005 inch wide. This infers an average
flux density in the air gap of 1,800 gauss, the maintenance of
which will take about 0, 36-amp turns, The maintenance of flux
in a very small continuous permalloy or ferrite circuit will take
a negligible extra number of amp turns,

In practice, sufficient amp turns must be provided to generate
a large number of fringing lines which form closed circuits around
the side of the head and under and over the recording surface, If
the ideal head as drawn in Figure 6 were made, 3-4 amp turns
would be sufficient for recording on the magnetic coating specified,

In practice, allowance has been made for the fact that the
air gap may be 300 microinches instead of 50 microinches since
this is much more readily achieved in a multiple assembly holding
27 heads, The best compromise for recording also includes mak-
ing the silver shim gap larger than would appear ideal for small
head-to-drum spacings since the flux density drops off rapidly in
terms of the head gap dimension, A practical though not very
efficient head would utilize 0.001 inch wide pole pieces with a
0.001 inch wide silver shim, (See Figure 7.) Such a head records
with 15-amp turns but gives a slightly greater read signal using
30-amp turns, Since these figures are large compared with the
calculated 3-amp turns, it is clear that recording efficiency was
sacrificed in order to make the head easier to fabricate and less
sensitive to spacing than the ideal head. This inefficiency becomes
important only if the recording circuitry becomes large or im-
practical, A head made to the dimensions shown on Figure 7
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has been driven at 546 kc with a silicon transistor circuit using
6 volts on the collectors and 100 to 200 ma peak current, Since
this circuit is quite acceptable for a microminiature computer,
recording efficiency can be sacrificed if this results in a net
savings in manufacturing cost, The practical geometry of Fig-
ure 7 clearly looks inefficient magnetically, but economy and ease
of manufacture are in its favor. The 0.01 inch long legs are
highly desirable for mechanical structure since a clamp holds the
permalloy against the silver shim, The silver shim is wide for
the size of the recorded dipole, but head spacing is far less critical
than if the silver shim were closer to a more reasonable appearing
dimension, Laminating the legs of the magnetic structure will im-
prove the performance since penetration of the magnetic field at
546 kc is about 10 percent into either side of the material (assum-
ing nonsaturation) for the half amplitude point. In practice, ex-
cess drive is used which causes the penetration to be greater than
the 10 percent mentioned above, The penetration is greater be-
cause the permeability of the material is lowered as it becomes
saturated, resulting in an increased speed of propagation in the
saturated region, The final choice of magnetic head is likely to
be a compromise between the schemes shown in Figures 6 and 7.
For practical reasons, the dimensions shown in Figure 7 make a

good starting point for the development of a useful system,
The magnetic head structure is made of 0,001-inch permalloy

rather than ferrite which would be too hard to handle in sufficiently
small sizes, Under less than ideal conditions for recording, there
are very marked transients where recording starts and stops,
since some recording on a minor hysteresis loop takes place under
the full region of the magnetic head, As recording density is in-
creased without scaling down the head gap and head-to-recording
surface spacing, this problem becomes more marked. Fora
chosen minimum head-to-drum spacing, the useful recording den-

sity can be greatly increased if the magnetic structure of the
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recording head is reduced to the smallest dimensions possible so
that its influence does not appreciably extend beyond the recorded
dipole, Care must be taken in using legs of small cross sectional
area because there is not a large excess of flux over the amount
required to saturate the coating, Flux leakage may prevent re-

cording altogether unless the over-all head structure is kept very
small,

. Design of Read Head, It was shown earlier that a 150 micro-
inch thick recording surface with the B-H loop characteristic of
Figure 4b would have 7.7 x 10 flux lines at the center of a 0,025
inch wide recorded dipole, .An ideal head would intercept these
lines (and even increase the available flux by reducing the de-
magnetization). If the flux change were sinusoidal (any other wave
form would give greater peak-to-peak volts) the read signal would
be

-2

E = w cos wt 1078

where @ is the total flux in the recorded magnetic dipole and
E = 29w x 1078 peak-to-peak volts per turn of the reading head,
At 546 kc which is the maximum frequency used, a signal approach-
ing 5.2 mv per turn could be expected from an idealized structure,
With this ideal structure, it would be easy to determine that re-

solving signals at a much higher density would be possible and
thus it would most likely be used at a density where it would give
much less than the theoretical maximum signal. The magnetic
head tested with the memory system described falls far short in

obtaining the maximum obtainable signal at maximum density.
In fact the presently used heads develop a signal in the range of

12 mv peak-to-peak at 546 kc as against a possible 780 mv calcu-
lated for a 150-turn head, Reference to Figure 7 indicates that

unlike the situation in Figure 6 where more than half the flux
would couple the head windings, only a small part of the flux will

18



be useful in generating a read signal, Calculation of the exact
magnetic flux coupling in this situation is most difficult, but a

glance at a scale drawing makes the finding of 1/66 of the possible
signal quite plausible, The fact that the low output is tolerated is
a compromise between signal level, and economy and ease of

manufacturing the heads, Since an excellent signal-to-noise ratio
and margins in clock pulse timing are obtained in this situation,
the compromise is quite tolerable,

At 273 kc which represents the pattern 0101 in Manchester
recording, the read signal obtained is about 30 millivolts in com-

parison with a possible 390 millivolts if all the flux in the recorded
poles interlinked the head winding, The loss of signal by a 13

to 1 ratio is explained by the presence of an air gap, which pro-
vides a substantial reluctance in series with the head structure,
and also by the fact that the head structure itself does not have a

zero reluctance, Figure 8 shows the response of the read head
versus recording density and indicates that the head shown in
Figure 7 is being used beyond its optimum density,

Figure 3 shows signals read by the head with clock times
indicated, As can be seen, the signals can be interpreted with
adequate reliability since there is no noise or mistiming in evi-
dence,

There is, of course, much room for improvement of the

magnetic head; however, each improvement increases the diffi-
culty of making the head and the increased cost must be balanced

against the economic benefits of the improvement.

Construction of the Magnetic Head, Figure 9 shows the

essential detail of the magnetic head. In assembling these heads

the lower part is insulated and slipped into an aluminum tube,

The tube is compressed forming a subassembly which can be

tested, The subassembly heads are clamped into a holder (Figure 10)
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Figure 10. Partly Assembled
Magnetic Heads
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and fixed in place with a suitable high temperature epoxy resin
compound, Two such assemblies are made with the heads stag-
gered so that with the assemblies mounted 15 to the inch a track
density of 30 per inch is achieved. The assemblies are then
mounted in the shoes,
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MECHANICAL DESIGN DETAILS

Principle of Operation of Head Support Mechanism, A rotat-
ing drum moves a considerable volume of air in its close vicinity
even though the drum surface is quite smooth by normal standards,
This phenomenon is due to a boundary layer effect. That is, air
molecules which are immediately in contact with the drum tend to
adhere to that surface, Due to the viscosity of the air, the air
molecules immediately about this initial layer are dragged along
and as the distance from the drum surface increases, the velocity
of the air molecules which are dragged along decreases, With this
concept in mind, it is seen that if a stationary surface which is
curved to match that of the drum is held near the rotating drum
surface, the air will be dragged between the two surfaces, Since
the air will also tend to adhere to the second surface, there will
be a drag or friction force as shown in Figure 11. If this stationary
surface is inclined to the drum surface so that the space decreases
in the direction of rotation, the air which is dragged in is squeezed
into a progressively smaller space as is shown schematically in

Figure 12, This squeezing effect is of course a compression
process, and pressure forces normal to the two surfaces develop.
If this second surface is held in place by a spring force of proper
magnitude, it will be held off the drum to a distance where the

fluid pressure force equals the spring load force, When sucha
condition exists, the layer of fluid which separates the two surfaces
is referred to as a hydrodynamic lubricating film and such surfaces
which react in this manner are referred to as a self-acting bearing.
In the example given, air is used as the lubricating fluid; however,

any fluid, liquid, or gas which will adhere to the bearing surfaces
without causing damage will perform in this manner.
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The theoretical aspects of this phenomenon were first pro-
posed by O. Reynolds about 75 years ago, and solutions of his
equation for the incompressible lubricating films have been well
accepted in the literature on bearing lubrication. In recent years
considerable attention has been directed toward the case of the
compressible or gas lubricating film for many promising advantages
such as chemical stability, extremely low friction, the maintenance
of close clearance between moving parts, and the use of the ambient
gas as a lubricant, The technology of the analysis of the bearing
using a compressible fluid as a lubricant as in the example (Figure 12)
is quite involved and beyond the scope or purpose of this paper. Work
on this phase for use in the design of such bearings for use in memory
drums is in progress; and for the technology the reader's attention
is directed to the list of references.

Properties of Lubricating Film Supported Shoe. The lubricat-
ing film supported shoe possesses certain unique properties which
make it a useful device for the support of a recording head. The
most important properties will be described below. For the purpose
here, let us denote the angle between the drum and shoe surfaces as
the attack angle a, the edge farthest from the drum surface as lead-
ing edge, and the edge nearest the drum as the trailing edge. Drum
rotation is in the direction from the leading edge towards the trail-
ing edge.

Figure 13 shows the typical relationship of the pressure
force which can be developed under typical operating conditions.
It will be noted that at the operating conditions shown in the figure,
a mean pressure of i. 5 psi gage at a trailing edge spacing of 400
microinches is obtained. As the trailing edge spacing is decreased,
the mean pressure increases at a rapid rate so that at a spacing of

200 microinches the mean pressure has increased virtually four fold
or inversely with the square of the spacing. This characteristic is
most desirable from electrical and mechanical points of view for
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recording drum applications. For any fixed design as the load is
increased the shoe and hence recording head to drum spacing is
decreased, This is, of course, helpful to the electrical performance
as far as output signal is concerned, As a greater load is applied
to the shoe, the ratio of the applied load to the weight or inertia of
the shoe and its associated mechanism is increased, When this ratio
is increased, the ability of the shoe to withstand accelerations and
run out irregularities of the drum is also increased, In the case
of the drum which is the subject of this paper, the effective area of
the shoe is 1,6 square inches and its normal operating load is 10

pounds, which gives a mean pressure of about 6 psi, The shoe with
recording heads in place has an effective weight of about 1.5 ounces,
and so the load-to-weight ratio is slightly over 100, Since at this
operating condition, slight changes in the spacing result in a con-
siderable change in the lift force, there is available a large force
to restore the proper head to drum spacing, Let us consider an

example at the conditions cited above, In a broad sense, since the
curve shown in Figure 13 is one of a force vs displacement, the

lubricating film may be regarded as a spring of variable rate, If
the displacements are left small, the lubricating film may be approxi-
mated by a linear spring and the slope of the curve may be taken as

the spring constant. For the conditions cited above, this slope or

linear spring constant is about 100,000 pounds per inch for a shoe

of the given effective area, The spring rate of the spring used to

produce the load force would have to be added to this rate; however,
since this spring would have a rate of about 100 pounds per inch, it
is virtually insignificant in its effect on the natural frequency of the

system of forces acting onthe shoe, The spring rates of 100,000

pounds per inch acting on the effective mass of the shoe give a res-

onant frequency of more than 3000 cycles per second, Thus it follows
that such a mechanism is quite capable of withstanding accelerations
of 10 g's up to 2000 cps without seriously affecting the output elec-
trical signal,
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Another unique property of the floating shoe is its inherent
stability. Figure 14 shows a typical pressure distribution between
the trailing and leading edge of the shoe, As the attack angle a is
increased, the center of pressure shifts towards the trailing edge,
and similarly as the angle a is decreased the center of pressure
shifts to the leading edge, Let us fix a certain shoe geometry and
allow the shoe to pivot about an axis at the center of pressure and
parallel to the drum surfaces, Now if the shoe is tipped so that
the angle ais increased, the center of pressure moves toward the
trailing edge, This action develops a turning moment on the shoe,
The turning moment is in the direction required to return the shoe
to the original position, Similarly, when the shoe is tipped to an

angle less than the stable angle, a turning moment of opposite sign
develops to return the shoe to the original stable position, From
experience it has been found that the system has sufficient damping
to make it stable, Thus it follows that the location of the pi:vo

axis is not critical, for the shoe will tend to seek a value of the

angle a so that the action line of the center of pressure will pass
through the pivot axis,

Design Requirements, The design of raa mechanism to make use
of the lubricating film supported shoe or for keeping a recording
head in proper location with respect to the drum recording surface
requires careful attention to the precision requirements of the mech-
anism. The development of a design framework which requires a

minimum of very precise parts which are amenable to precision manu-

facturing techniques is necessary to the successful execution of the

task, It is not only necessary to have surfaces which are geometrically
true, but it is also required that the proper geometric relationship be-
tween the various parts be accurately maintained, The most important
of these relationships is the alignment between the shoe and the drum.
It is essential that the center of curvature of the shoe be maintained

parallel to the axis of rotation of the drum. The limits of accuracy
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required are dependent upon the particular design and the per-
formance required. For the design the out-of-parallelism is kept
to less than 3 parts in 10,000. The other important requirement
is that the load on the shoe be uniformly distributed so that tip-
ping does notoccur. As will be shown later, the load on the shoe
of the subject drum is applied at two points. The difference be-
tween these forces is kept to a value less than 7 percent. The
tolerances given above are those used in the design of the drum
with due allowance for possible manufacturing tolerance and also
the expected deflections of the mechanical parts.

Figures 2, 15, and 16 show the drum in various stages of

assembly. It will be noted that the rotating portion of the drum is
set into a very rigid frame, and access to the drum recording sur-

face is through appropriately located cutouts in this frame. A V-
groove is machined into the sides of this frame so that it is accurate-
ly parallel to the axis of the drum. Guide slots for radius arms are

machined at precise right angles to the V-groove. Each of the radius
arms are provided with polished sapphire pivot pins which are

cemented in place in an assembly fixture. The centerline distance
between the pins is accurately maintained so that it is virtually the

same for a given pair of arms associated with a given shoe. One

pin of each arm operates in the V-groove of the frame, while the

other pin operates in a V-groove in the shoe. The V-groove in the

shoe is located in the line of action of the center of pressure, and

it is made accurately parallel to the axis of the cylindrical surface
of the shoe. To prevent smearing of the pole pieces of the record-

ing heads, the curvature of the shoe is ground by means of a con-

toured abrasive wheel so that the lay of the grinder marks is parallel
to the head gaps. Final finishing is done ona cylindrical lapping
tool which has a diameter 0.1 percent greater than the drum. The

load for the shoe is supplied by the spring which is adjusted by a

single centrally located screw. By this means, equal forces are

applied to each side of the shoe. The load forces the pins to seat
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in the V-grooves of the shoe and frame and precisely locate the
shoe with respect to the drum so that the axis of the drum and shoe
are parallel within the extremely close limits previously cited.

Special consideration must be given to start and stop condi-
tions, for without sufficient drum speed the lubricating wedge or
film cannot develop and a high-friction condition will exist. To
prevent this, it is necessary to unload the shoe and lift it slightly
off the drum surface until sufficient speed for normal operation is
attained. For stopping the drum, the procedure is reversed.
There are basically two methods by which this may be accomplished.
One method involves removing the spring load until operating speed
is reached. The second method involves introducing lubricant under
pressure through a very small hole in the shoe into the space between
the shoe and drum. If sufficient lubricant (in the subject drum it is
air) is supplied, the shoe will be lifted off the drum surface. After
operating speed is reached, this supply of air may be shut off and
normal operation resumed. This latter method requires the use of
an air compressor, a fact which makes it somewhat unattractive for
airborne use. The first method is used in this drum design. It will
be noted that in Figure 16 the radius arms extend from the side of
the frame which has the V-groove to the opposite side. At this side
of the frame, the ends of the arm can ride ona simple eccentric
cam which is operated by the small gears. During normal operation,
these ends of the arms are free of the cam. For offspeed operation
the cam is rotated to a position where the ends of the arms are lifted.
Since the mechanism is extremely rigid, a movement of less than one
mil of the end of the arm is sufficient to transfer the spring load from
the shoe to the cam. In this condition, the lubricating film between
the drum and shoe must support the weight of the shoe. Since the

weight of the shoe is very much less than the operating load, the

resulting friction is negligible. If the magnetic coating is very dur-
able, the slight contact between the shoe and drum under these condi-
tions is not serious and may be eliminated completely by operating
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the drum with the axis in a vertical position. When the shoe is in
this free condition, a state of instability may develop if the cam is
inadvertently set to lift the ends of the arm too high. Should this
condition develop, serious damage to the drum and shoe surface
will occur. To eliminate this possibility, one arm of each pair for
a given shoe is provided with a spring-loaded pin as shown in
Figure 17. This pin is allowed to act upon the side of a shoe to
cause a small amount of friction damping. Since the load at which
the shoe is operated is much higher than.the weight of the shoe,
this damping friction does not affect the operation any noticeable
amount,

The main frame, as almost all other parts of the drum as-

sembly, is made of a precipitation-hardening stainless steel. For
the sake of rigidity and precision, it is fabricated from one piece
of stock and provided with generous ribs.
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